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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE FIELDREVERSED MIRROR REACTOR
ABSTRACT
We have completed a conceptual design study of the field-reversed mirror reactor. For
this reactor a reference case conceptual design was developed in some detail. The
parameters of the design result partly from somewhat arbitrary physics assumptions and
partly from optimization procedures. Two of the assumptions—that only 10% of the alphaparticle energy is deposited in the plasma and that particle confinement scales with the ionion collison time—may prove to be overly conservative. A number of possible start-up
scenarios for the field-reversed plasmas were considered, but the choice of a specific start-up
method for the conceptual design was deferred, pending experimental demonstration of one
or more of the schemes in a mirror machine. Basic to our plasma model is the assumption
that, once created, the plas<na can be stably maintained by injection of a neutral-beam
current sufficient to balance the particle-loss rate. The reference design is a multicell con
figuration with 11 field-reversed toroidal plasma layers arranged along the horizontal axis
ofu long-superconducting solenoid. Each plasma layer requires the injection of 3.6 MW of
200-keV deuterium and tritium, and produces 20 MW of fusion power. The reactor has a
net electric output of 74 MWe. The preliminary estimate for the direct capital cost of the
reference design is $ 1200/kWe. A balance-of-plant study is now underway and will result in
a more accurate cost estimate.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the intrnduction of the field-reversed mirror
(IRM) reactor concept at the 1976 American
Nuclear Society Topical Meeting on Fusion Reac
tors, there has been considerable progress in
evaluating the potential of the FRM for centralstation power generation, [n the early reports '- we
used the simplest possible model of FRM
physics—a steady-stale field-reversed plasma with
rough assumptions about equilibrium configura
tions, stability, and neutral-beam maintenance of
the steady slate. Based on this model, rough cost es
timates were developed (slightly under $1000/kWe
direct capital cost). Since ih s first cut gave attrac
tive results, we began a second iteration on the reac
tor design.
The major effort in this s* ~d reactor design
iteration focused on improving the detailed physics
calculations (using, for the most part, the same
basic physics assumptions as in the previous study,
given in Sec. 2 of this report). We tried to do a much
more complete job of engineering design on the
reactor. A reasonably complete analytic model of

the l-'RM cell behavior was developed, including ef
fects of the plasma geometry, neutron production,
and magnetic field geometry requirements (see
Sec. 4). This analytic model was used, in a coupled
physics-engineering computer code, to make size
and cost estimates for reactors for several different
sets of physics assumptions (Sees. 5 and 7). Based
on this work, a reference case was chosen (Sec. 6)
and detailed design was done for it (including the
magnetic field and neutral beam source: see Sees. 8
through 10). Several surprises were uncovered in
this detailed work, including the fact that the field
lines must be slightly "twisted," as in a stellarator.
to make the device feasible. It was also surprising to
note that one may not want to recirculate all the
alpha-particle power developed by the fusion reac
tions (see Sec. 7, Fig. 7-9).
In parallel with the engineering ai-.d physicsmodeling efforts, a start was made on applying
detailed theoretical tools to the problems of fieldreversal formation, stability, and steady state
sustenance. An attempt was made to calculate
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plasma equilibria for the FRM using realistic dis
tributions functions (rotating Maxwellians). but we
encountered computer-code difficulties because the
code had not been thoroughly tested in the fieldreversed parameters region. It was originally
planned to couple this equilibrium code to a plasma
diffusion code and a neutral-beam transport code to
give a complete physics description of the FRM
steady state. In view of the difficulties encountered,
we decided to await development of the
SUPHRLAYKR particle simulation code lo the
point where it could describe both field-reversal
buildup and steady-state maintenance. Until that
time, we are forced to model our equilibria after the
successful field-reversed theia-pinch experiments,
and assume that a steady state can be maintained.
The question of long-time stability of the i-'RM
configuration will be addressed by computer codes

being developed at LI.L and Cornell University.
The importance of ihis work was underscored by a
parameter study (Sec. 7) showing that, given
stability at a/>, >> 5 (a is the plasma minor radius.
t> is the ion gyroradius), the reactor would look
much more attractive than it already does. In
general, the parameter studies have been very useful
in deciding which theoretical areas need most
urgent attention. (1'or instance, the precision of our
present treatment of neutral-beam deposition seems
adequate lo pin down reactor sizes and cosis within
about 20%, whereas variations in allowable a//*, or
plusma pressure ratio, ti, may allow faclor-of-two
improvements in economics.)
Considerable work was done on possible modes
of start-up of the F'RM, bused mostly on a survey of
the various experimental melhods of making field
reversal. This work is reported in Sec. 3.
t
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2. PHYSICS MODEL FOR THE FIELD-REVERSED
MIRROR REACTOR*
Hxperiments in 1975 in the 2XMB mirror de
vice demonstrated that it was possible to obtain
stable, beam-driven plasmas with a peak iS
( = 2>i|, n i. j_/B -) of nearly 2 . ' These results
suggested that by increasing the beam current even
further, ii might he possible to reverse the applied
field on axis, thus forming closed-field lines sur
rounding the hot plasma. The closed-field lines
should allow lurge increases in pdrtkk and energy
confinement times over those observed in the usual
open-field situation present in mirror fields.

and an applied weak q u a d r u p l e field. We assume
that such a plasma will be stable. Further discussion
of possible equilibrium and stability is given in the
next part of See. 2.
Most important for predicting the economic
viabilih, of a proposed reactor design is an energy
accounting for the plasma. To carry out such ac
counting, the plasma properties; must be computed.
tte ca»TV this out in the present case with zerodimensiona! equations in which we solve for the ion
and electron energies and cenlryl density. In accord
with ihe diffuse profile, we choose a cubic or
parabe'ic profile for the density. Particle and energy
confinement laws for this configuration are not yet
known. We have therefore allowed for several possi
ble choices ofconfinement scaling laws, and studied
the effect of several combinations of choices on
properties. The model chosen for the engineering
design includes a conservative choice of governing
laws.

The idea of a closed ("kid-line geometry with
pnloidal field generated by an a/imuthal current is
an old one. having been proposed for a toroidal /pinch and in the Aslron scheme. ' In the latter, the
field-reversing current is carried by r e l a t i v i s t elec
trons in experiments, - but would be carried by
protons >n a reactor lo avoid the large synchrotron
radiation losses associated with the high-energy
electrons. In the \ s t r o n arrangement, ihepredomin:ii;> f.eld-reversing current is carried by axisencircling ions, while ihe reacting fuel ions are
trapped in the closed field-line region. In the present
concept, on the other hand, the fujl ions themselves
e a r n the current. Si.ch an arrangement is similar lo
[he programmed field-reversed thela pinch, which
has been studied at O a r c h i n g and K u r c h a l o v
and, more recently, at l.os Alamos. In Garching,
1 herhagen and Grossman found that long, fieldreversed layers were stable for some 60^us, after
which they demonstrated n = 2 instabilities in the
toroidal direction. An important observation was
the complete absence of tearing instabilities, in con
tradiction of theoretical predictions. This result has
been verified in the Los Alamos experiments. In
the Kurchatov e x p e r i m e n t s , no limitations due lo
instabilities were found. The reason for full stability
in the latter experiment is not known, but it may be
due lo the diffuse current piofllc and the small num
ber of gyroradii (about 5) in the hot plasma. Ap
plied multipole fields may also have contributed to
the enhanced stability. In the present reactor design,
we include all of these features: a specified small
numbir of gyroradii in ihe plasma, diffuse profiles,
:
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Further explanation of the physics model, along
with the relevant equations, isgiven in the third purl
of Sec. 2. The method of solving these equations
and certain scaling laws are given in the next two
parls. Results for several choices of confinement
laws and of varying a m o u n t s of alpha-particle
heating of the plasma are included in the last pa;"! of
Sec. 2.

7
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Equilibrium and Stability
There have been H number of experiments that
have demonstrated the existence of field-reversal
equilibria. Already mentioned are the relalivistic
electron-beam Astron experiments at C o r n e l l and the programmed theta-pinch e x p e r i m e n t s .
Recent experiments with rotating relativistic elec
tron b e a m s - " - have also yielded reversed-field
plasmas, although in this case there are toroidal
components to the self-generated magnetic field, in
addition to poloidal components.
Axisymmetric fieid-reverserf equilibria can also
be easily computed from ihe t.'eld equations in the
small gyroradius limit. In cylindrical coordinates,
the appropriate equation is
4
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£T• A n curlier version or this material appeared in R. S. Devolo
and J D. Hanson, Computations uj f*roperiie\ oja Held-Reversed
Mirror Reucwr, Lawrence 1-ivernr.ire l.aboralorv. Repi. UCRL80220(1977).
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where i is the llux function, a n a j„ is Ihe toroidal
current. The radial and axial components of the

3

of the size we desire. Improved equilibrium codes
now under development at New York University
and Cornell should facilitate compulation of an ap
propriate equilibrium field. However, it should be
noted that it is nol evident that such MHO
equilibria would correctly describe a plasma of a
few gyroradii. Preferable is an equilibrium taking
into account ion gyroradius effects. Such can be
done with the ion-particle code SUPERLAYKR
developed at I.LI.. This code has been used to
mode! processes in 2XIIB. An example of an
equilibrium computed with this code, given by
Byers, is shown schematically in !-'ig. 2-1.
Although a field-re versed equilibrium may exist,
it is not evident that it is accessible from a nonfieldreversed state. For example, the SUPI-.RI.AYKR
code predicts that thi* field can be reversed with the
present neutral-beam current and power in 2XIIB,
but it has nol yet been attained experimentally. The
explanation for the lack of success lies in the neglect
of electron effects - - in the SUPKRLAYI-R code.
Near a field null, the electrons will drag up to io,:
velocity and tend to cancel the ion current. Away
from the null, magnetic effects on the electrons pre
vent current cancellation. Nonetheless, it is still
possible lo attain field reversal by introducing a
small amount of another ion species with a higher
charge and different velocity. The electrons then
drag on both ions, reaching a speed between ihe ion
speeds, and cannot cancel the ion current, thus per
mitting field reversal, in a .start-up situation, the ex
tra ion could be a low-energy helium beam. At
steady stale, the alpha-particles generated by the DT reactions should suffice.

field are found from
B

1 3*
, = - 7 37.

(2-2a)

1 3i>

<2-2h)

B, = 7 "37

It can be shown thai the plasma pressure p is only a
function of ^ and is related to the toroidal current
by
dp
Jo " ' di- •

n

A simple reversed-ficld solution lo Hq. (2-1) can be
obtained when p = const X ^,
(2-3)

K
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where R is the cylindrical radius lo the minimum in
iM< 0). Kor the case with <* - I, we obtain the socalled Hill's Vorlex Solution in which a spherical
boundary of radius a = V2R separales the plasma
and vacuum and the external field is uniform. The
constant ^ becomes
()

and we find
I5B,0

1

1

7*
For this solution the plasma fi is
2Ai p
n

&='

n]
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In the calculations described later in this section, a
plasma fi of 1.5 has been assumed. This is con
siderably less than the value for the Hill's vortex,
reflecting the expectation that elongation of the
reversed-field layer will reduce the attainable 0.
Finite-/? instabilities such as ballooning could also
limit (i to values less than found in equilibrium solu
tions.
Solutions to Eq.(2-1) may also be found
numerically, and a number of codes that do so have
been developed. We have made some attempt to
compute an equilibrium field appropriate to the
reactor, but have not yet succeeded in obtaining one

Separatrix
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rig. 2-1.
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Cross section of (ictd-re*ersed plasma layer.

Most of tiie information on stability comes from
experiments. Although theory predicts that long
field-reversed layers will be unstable to tearing,
causing breakup into small plasma blobs, experi
ments have shown
that this is not the case. Ex
periments have also indicated stability against other
instabilities in small gyroradius plasmas. A
theoretical framework for analyzing such systems
has recently been developed. Specific cases have
not yet been analyzed, but it appears that plasmas
of a few gyroradii in size will be stable.

volume yielding
-gf / gdV = j

,', dV - f

nv • n*dS

jn

r , s

2

- 3 <ov>! /

n dV

.

(2-7)

u

We assume that the particle losses are diffusive in
naiure, such diffusion occurring across the closedfield lines embedded in the plasma. The diffusion
coefficient is related to the step size and the collision
time r, both of which are specified later by

Equations for Plasma Properties
The basic equations governing the plasma
behavior arc those for the density, the mean ion and
electron energies (or temperatures), the beam ab
sorption, and the relation between magnetic field
and plasma pressure, fo allow a rapid survey of
possible combinations of parameters, we employ
zero-dimensional equations with a number of
parameters thai -an be adjusted lo duplicate more
dclailed calculations or experiments. We tre'lt only
one "average" ion species of mass 2.5 amu. and
assume conslanl eleclron and ion energies
throughout the plasma.

2

D = J?

.

(2-8)

The panicle Dux at the surface becomes
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(2-9)

We cannot proceed further without specifying the
plasma •shape. In accord with the experimental
observations, ' we assume a toroidal shape with
aspect ratio R/a about 2 and elongation in the
direction of the applied field. A sketch of a possible
field-line configuration, based on results from the
particle code SUPERLAVER, " is given in Fig. 21(a). We approximate the plasma shape by the
boundary shown in Fig. 2-1(b) with the density
profile of Eq. (2-6). TV. ir.teirrals of Eq. (2-7) may
now be evaluated as
6 8

Density Equation
The equation for the central density n of the
plasma can be written as
0

where ri is the rate of increase of central density
&K to beam deposition, T is the particle confinemen 1 time, and n /T,. is the rate of loss of central ion
density due to fusion reactions. To obtain expres
sions for r a n d TJ. in the case of a diffuse profile, we
can start wilh the equation for the density at a point
0m

p

n

/8

d

V

=

V

j /
"a i + 1 \
0 l M
4 t j T 2 7
.
1

+

(MO)

p

3n

,

.

3^- + ?• (vn) = n

I
in

,

- 2 n <ov>,.

, (2-5)

nv • ndS = n„V ]T j \I + JE J •
0

2

1

f " ')

where <<j-> is the fusion reaction rate. We
assume a separable density of the form
y

i

n = n„(l)[l-(r/iO ] = n g(r)
Q

,

(2-6)
2

2

| n d V = V , - .-T>(2j—)
0i

where j is taken as 2 for a parabolic or 3 for a cubic
profile, and a is the characteristic minor radius of
the plasma. Equation (2-6) may be substituted in
Eq. (2-5) and the result integrated over the plasma

T

* [_'

5

7ia(2j + 1)T
+

8UF2TJ •

(2-12)

Ir 7-,.- > > T , we can obtain a simple result for N,„,
p

(2-13)

v = 8?r R a L .
n

v
N

The plasma volume is given by
V = V,

and the mean density is related to the peak density
by
n
j l + !ra(j + l)/4L(i + 2)
n^ + JTT
1+aW.
="0)

•

j|1+na/2L]
2[lv„a/4LT

2

< -l8a)

The total fusion power P|. can be found with the aid
of Eq. (2-12) as

(214)

('*«)

2y

o"
~^~

in "

n

0 <"">!•-E,,.V
4

2j2
a 0(2j+l)
+

(2-15)
(1 + ra(2j + Q/8L(j + 2)]
(1 + ira/4I.)

In the spirit of the zero-dimensional nature of the
analysis, we evaluate the collision time T of Eq. (2-8)
at this mean density, but write the expression for r
only in terms of the peak density n .
With the following definitions, we can arrange
Eq. (2-7) in the form of Eq. (2-4) (we delay the
specification of n until a later section).

(2-19)

p

where Ep is the fusion energy (17.6 MeV for D-T).
The ratio of fusion power to beam power follows
as

0

n i n

1

(2-20)

r

p

= n

0

J gdv | " J nv-ftdS - '

2

a T 2 [ l +ita(j + l)/4L(i + 2)l
2

p 0+l)[l+na/2L]

2

n 7a <ffv>,.. E, 4j[l + ira(2j + D/8L0 + 2)1
0

;

Q =

2

4p E (j+l)G

+

2)[H-™/2L]

in

(2-16)

f(j)

ov> /
F

2

n dV JJ2n j

T

Energy Equations
The equations for the ion and electron energies
are most conveniently solved on a per-particle basis,
in which case they are

g dv]-'

0

j

(2-20a)

1

ira(2j+l)"l
E

n

o

< O V >

1+

F 2jTT L m+2)

[

E
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+

n7« i
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1
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.
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+
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The total pariicle input rate can be fnund with the
aid of Eqs. (2-7) and (2-11) as

In " "o,in

c

2

• <-

p

—•—
n„ E
e - Ee

2[l+na(j + l)/4m + 2)]
(j + l ) [ l + W 4 L ]
• < -18)

1

2/1

1 \"

c

2

(2-22)
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kquulions Tor the energy density can be simply ob
tained with the aid of Hq. (2-4). For example, we
can multiply hq. (2-4) by I£, and Eq. (2-21) by n
and add to get an equation for the ion energy den
sity (= n„H,).
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2-21)
are. respectively, the energy input rate from the
neutral beam, the energy transfer rates of alphaparticles to ions and ions to electrons, and energy
loss rate via ion conduction and ion diffusion. In the
latter term, ni-te that each diffusing particle
transports 3 kT/2 ;,nd does work of kT on the fluid
it diffuses through. The additional term: ^ and Qg
in hq. (2-22) arc. i espectively. synchrotron radia
tion and Bremsstra.ilung loss rates. By adding Eqs.
(2-21) and (2-22) and using Eq. (2-4), we obtain the
following relation valid for r . > > r ,:

and

37
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Q,, = 3.9 X 1 0 ' n Z E'J

{l

(

l 8

,

i

(2-26)

where
B is the applied magnetic field, and IR is the wall
reflectivity, taken as 0.8 for all of the present
calculations. The applied magnetic field is found as
part of the .solution from
0

B„ = 1.64X 10-"|n (E , + E )/|}]"
0

r

|

j

2

,

(2-27)

1

wher" the ff is an input variable with typical value
!.;. The alpha-particle pressure is neglected.
The fraction f of alpha-particle energy redeposited in the plasma is treated as a parameter to
be specified. At present it is unknown what fraction
of alpha-particles will be initially confined and how
much of their energy will be lost to the plasma
before they are lost by scattering. A computation of
f requires as a minimum, a solution for the
equilibrium field, and computations of the alphaparticle dynamics in the field while slowing down on
electrons and ions. Becauseof the small plasma size,
most alpha-particles will interact with both the
plasma confined by closed-field lines and that only
weakly confined on the open-field lines.
Estimates have been made of f„ for the Hill's vor
tex equilibrium of Eq.(2-3)by Driemeyer et at. "
who find that f could be up to 40%. Of this energy,
a fraction f e will go to the electrons and 1 — f e to
the ions. The fractions can be computed by con
sidering the slowing down of alpha-particles to ther
mal energies. In reality, alpha-particles will suffer
pitch-angle collisions during the slowing down
process, which will scatter a portion into the loss
region. Also, some will have orbits that intersect the
plasma containing cooler electrons on the openfield lines; the larger drag could displace the alphaparticle gyrocenter to an open-field line and it
would be lost before thermalizing. Nonetheless,
such a computation will furnish an estimate of the
split of energy transferred to the plasma.
rt

T

(I

We sec thatthe sum of ion and electron energies will
always be somewhat less than 0.6 Ej when there is
no alpha-particle heating of the plusma.
O is found from the expression for two in
teracting Maxwellian distributions
n

lc

1<;

E

•

"nfE," c)

%=—
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•

C« >

(>

tt
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,K

5.396 x 1 0 AjE^

" « '<•
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/2

/

E,

V'

+

Z>A .

V I«37A,EJ

c

2

•

(2-23 )
a

Units are MKS for all quantities except E which is
in keV. A/ is the ion mass in units of proton mass,
and the Coulomb logarithm is taken as '
6

2

CnA = 37.5-£n( y /E )
ci

n

c

.

(2-24)

The radiation loss terms are computed from '
2

2

7

Q = 0.9196 Oyfl)" E B /
s

We have carried out a calculation for the thermalization process with a code that solves the
Fokker-Planck equations for a multispecies plasma.
Ions and electrons were held at fixed temperatures
in Maxwellian velocity distributions, and the alphaparticles were allowed to thermalize. The fraction of
their initial energy transferred to the electrons is fit

7

2

Q

X (1 -fl)"

2

,

tt

(2-25)
7

by the expression

where /',(/»<.) is the ion (electron) gyroradius based
or the external field B Aj, and A|. are input con
stants to the program which can be adjusted lo
reflect different possible models for heat conduction
losses, for example 10 take account of possibly high
electron-heat conduciion (Tokamak experiments
suggest A[ = 0.2) or /ero-ion heat conduction, as
might be the case if there are hot. mirror-confined
ions outside the reversed-field layer. 1 he code also
allows for ihe possibility thai J j might scale as the
Bohm lime.
I'OY tht paTlvcw confmemtfrt limit, wwwal <ch .Uxs
are possible (note definitions of f(j) and h(j) in
Kqs.(2-I5) and (2-16)1:
lY

f . = 1.236-0.2149 CnT

(2-28)

f o r T i n keV. Above T = 40 kcV, the majority of
alpha-particle energy goes to (he ions. The Q,
terms are then written as
e

c

rJ

e

c

(2-29a)

c

Qoi

=

f

«

; i

f

,P

" <,c o'

V

•

(2-29b)

where P is the alpha-particle power (= 0.2 P|).
lt

Bohm:

Confinement Times
A variety of different possible particle confine
ment and heat conduc'.ion tim .s have been incor
porated into the computational code. Some fund
amental times are the Bohm time
4

J

T„ = 1.2 X 1 0 a B / E
0

c

A

Ion:
2

<2-36b)

2

A a T f(j)/p Mj)

'p

"P

H

Ambipolar (classical):

(2-30)

,

(2-36a)

T

= n " B «J)

,?l + t / i y h l j )
A a - T , fOVp^l
p

the ion-ion-collision lime
1

2

A ' E?'
T,,

(2-36c)

c

2 0

= 3.58 X 10 17 .
n ZfCnA
( )

It should be noted that Ihe ion scaling, liii. (236b), is not th'. higher-order diffusion due to colli
sions of like ions which would scale as T a //>, \
Such diffusion can be important when a/<», is about
2-3. Rather, it is ad hoc scaling which should fur
nish a "worst" limit to particle confinement.

2

(2-31)
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m

and the electron-ion collision lime
r , = 5.92 X I O

15

-,„
.
n Z? £n A .
t

c

Neutral-Beam Deposition
l( remains to specify h
the rate of change of
central density due lo beam absorption. We choose
this quantity so as to obtain a diffuse density profile
of parabolic Jr cubic shape. This should be possible
by proper control of injection direcliun and spatial
injection current distribution. For the present study,
we reduce the requirement to satisfying a condition
on the beam attenuation in the plasma. We require

(2-32)

fim

n

The Coulomb logarithm for ion-ion collision is
found from
1 6

«n AJJ = 41.9-fn

2 (E^~)

J •

3 3

O )

I < o > n dl

Heat conduction times for both ions and elec
trons appear to scale according to tne classical laws
in most experiments. For the ion conduction time,
we take
A

2

*K = B? T>tf

;

M

(2-37)

where <<7j> is the mean ionizat'on cross section for
beam atoms. M is a constant specified so as to ob
tain the desired density profile, and the integral is
along the beam path to the cenler of the plasma
layer. The proper value of M for parabolic or rubic
profiles is no! known, and ws have left it a; a free
parameter. Some earlier studies suggest M = 1.75
for a cubic profile. ^ As we will see in the next pari
of this section, the value of M actually has little ef
fect on the particle energies or Q, affecting only the

(2-34)

and for the electron conduction time.
(2-35)

8

central density, the magnetic field, and the total fu
sion power.
The mean ionization cross sec.ijn is the sum ot
ionization due to electrons and ions, both of which
are assumed to have Maxwe'.'.iun velocity distribu
tions. At low beam energies, a significant fraction of
the beam neutrals will charge-exchange on the
plasma. Some of these will be ioni/ed before they
leave we plasma. Compulation of this process is dif
ficult: u allow for the effects of such a loss, we have
taken the mean ionization cross section to be
<a> = <o ,

+ -:o -- + f < » >

n

jc

v

.

l A

(2-38)

with z = r a and N = R a. For j = 2. the inlegra!
can be evaluated as
r ,

N+ I +V2N+ 1

/

,

N

2 \

X V J N T y L a <o,> = M . (240b)
.nd for j - 3.
T

4

15N

/N+ 1 + \ / 2 N + l \

|_- — 8 n (
and typically take f ^ I
lor the Muxwelliun distribution, the < a > arc
computed from

j *

)

tx

/15N

3

5N

2

N

3\

X V2N+ MX n a<o > = M .
()

i

(240c)

the simple limiting case of constant density (J = «>)
is

-iH

, r f

'

R , v J d v

»

(2

•

'

39)

where v j and v are the beam and relative speeds,
m is the'plasma ion or electron mass, «nd <x(v ) is
the appropriate cross section, evaluated at the
relative speed. The cross-section expressions of
Riviere are used. Numerical evaluation of I2q. (2> is carried out with a 32-poinl Gauss-Laguerre
formula.
Evaluation of the integral in Hq. (2-37) can be
carried out for the model density profile of l£q. (2-5)
for the case of radial, i.e., in the plane of Fig. 2-1,
and tangential, i.e.. perpendicular, to the plane of
Fig. 2-1 injection. We assume the beam passes
through the center of the plasma cross section
shown in Fig. 2-1. For radial injection, Eq. (2-37)
becomes
;

0

;

(240d)

K

R

2 3

Q

jh «o» <V -

M

( M O a l

'

For tangential injection. Eq. (2-37) becomes
N

< V V

V N + I n a <o > = M .

f +l
^

[z-zfz-N)i]dz _
[ 2-N ]"
2

Z
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Solution of the Equations
Inspection of the equations of the preceding seclion shows thai there is one fret parameter once the
plasma size has been specified. We choose to let the
ps-ameler be the beam energy E ,„, and specify the
plasma size as a m_.iiple of tHe ion Larmor radius,
a = Sp,,
with specified R/a and L/a (see Fig 2-1). The
physics parameters hat must be specif..•.'. for a solu
tion are given in Table 2-1.
The main equations to solve are (2-4), (2-21), (222), and (2-37). We only wish the steady-state solu
tion to the differential equations, but it '.urns out to
be most convenient to solve them as a timedepetYdenl problem, continuing the solution until it
has reached a steady state. To conveniently find the
quantity ft o, in such that Eq. (2-37) is satisfied, we
add a fourth differential equation.
Vin

_ "O.ir.

=
d t

7

NBC '

(2-41)

Table 2 - 1 . C o d e variables and values f<H*Cas« I and II.

Variable

Name in a i d e

Case I

Case II

KPPIN

100 In 800 kcV

lOOIoSUOkcV

s

RATMIN

R/a

RATMM

S
3

5
2

Ua

RATLZ

h

6

AIONMASS

2.5

2.5

PLASPKOF

J

3

E

i„

A

i

i
M

PLASTHK

I.7S

1.75

'ex
0

CXI'A

10

1.0

BCTA

IJ

1.5

FTPART

1.0

1.0

A

Ei

l-'TEION

1.0

io'°

A

Ee

FTF.F.LEC

0.2

O.J

f

FTALF

0.0

0.1

Direction of Injection

IINJTAN

1 (tangential)

1

Fusion Reaction

ISWIFR

1 (D-T|

1

T

IPART

AMBPOL

ION

where rNnrj is chosen so as to satisfy the condition
of Eq. (2-37) lo within a specified error tolerance
when the solution has reached steady state. We
define the steady state by

oFfY) I
«X = F ( Y ) + - j n

Min (|Y |/|Y |)>r
i

i

i

o u l T

,

Y

(2-42)

where r Q is an input variable, typically 20 s, and
the differential equations are represented
schematically by
Vn

where J (Y ), a matrix, is the jacobian of F at
X Xo' II"
eigenvalues of J are all real and
negative, then the system is stable; if not, oscillatory
or unbounded solutions will occur.
To minimize the occurrence of such behavior, we
note that we can apply a matrix transformation to
the right side of Eq. (2-43) without changing the
steady-state solution. We choose to solve the new
equation
0
, n e

=

Y = F(Y) .

(2-43)

Actual integration of the equations is carried out
with the GEAR package developed by Hindmarsh.
For certain initial conditions and choice of parti
cle time scaling, notably classical r we found that
the solution oscillates or even diverges, so that no
steady-state values can be found. This behavior can
be eliminated by a choice of initial conditions closer
to the equilibrium values, but this could entail a
lengthy trial and error process for each beam
energy. To facilitate the solution in such instances,
we have put in an optional lacobian transformation
of the equations which eliminates most causes of os
cillations. The stability of the system in Eq. 2-43
near a root, i.e. F (Y ) = 0, the steady-state solution
is found as follows:
M

p1

Near Y , we find
0

1

F

«X = - J ' (Xo> <X„) - 2J^L
~

'Xo

X £ (Y„) «Y -J"' < Y ) 4 j ^
6Y = -I fiY
V
~
i -to

0

0
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Thus, the s)sleni in Hq.(2-44i should be stable for
Y sufficient!) close lo Y „.
In the code, we evaluate J at the initial conditions.
We have found that use of the transformed equa
tions does allow us to find the roots more quickly,
but that the transformed system is somewhat more
sensitive to the initial conditions. A switch has been
put into the input data to solve either the original
set of equations or the transformed set.
Scaling Laws
Before proceeding to resultsof numerical calcula
tions, it is useful to derive scaling laws that indicate
the dependence of the plasma properties on the
assumed parameters: S, R/a. L/a, M,E andtf.
From Eqs. (2-37) and (2-40). we find

f, E,"

t

0=

S- E"- E. A. < o v > ,I f.'0
l

<2-48b)

( i + E;E.) E

liquations (2-45) through (2-48) differ somewhat
from the usual scaling laws because of the way in
which we formulate the problem. Rather than
specify the B-field. we specify the plasma size in
number of gyroradii and obtain B n as part of the
solution. It is clear that the number of gyroradii in a
minor radius. S. plays a central role in all quantities.
Both P, and Q vary as S while B <*S "'. Present
experiments indicate that S may be limited to about
5, although there is no conclusive theory to support
this result.
Yet unknown in Eqs. (2-45) through (2-48) are E j
and E / E j . Since this is a beam-driven plasma, we
have
Ei*C,E,„
E =C,Ei,
where the proportionally constants depend on the
heat conduction and particle-loss mechanisms.
For the classical particle confinement without
alpha-particle heating, Ci a 0.2 and C a 0.8. Since
<ov>|. peaks at about 100 keV, we expect max
imum 0 to occur at E a 60Q keV as calculations
oi the next section verify. Alpha-particle heating
will, of course, lower the required beam energy.
0

M B„

S <a >

(

2

ln

M
<a > f. a

where f , includes the dependence onj and a/L. For
the classical model we find'

2

c

where f, depends on the plasma profile and the
direction of injection. From Eq.(2-28), we obtain
B

1

o "-j-

<1 + E / E . )

c

.

C

Combining, we get

2

2

M O + E /E )
e

in

(

(2-45)

"

S'o^f,*,

and

Discussion
1

M E j " (1 + E /E,)

As described already, considerable flexibility
regarding particle and heat conduction times has
been incorporated in the code. At the time the code
was written, it was hoped that field-reversed experi
ments would yield some information as to the
proper scaling laws. Unfortunately, the experiments
have not yet proceeded far enough to allow such in
formation to be deduced. Therefore, we have
studied two basic models and chosen one that
probably furnishes a "worst bound" to expected
plasma behavior. Parameters for the two cases are
given in Table 2-1.
Case I is essentially a classical plasma without
any heating by the alpha-particles. In this model,
they are assumed to drag down mainly on the cold
electrons outside the field-reversed layer, and to
scatter out before much energy has been transferred
to the confined ions and electrons. The electron
thermal-conduction time has been derated from the

c

B

(2-46)

o ° — S<o.>f,

For the fusion power Eq. (2-20) we find
2

0M S < o v > , (R/a) (l'-> '
:

P

l °

<

0 j

—

> I, (1 + E /E,)

,

(2-47)

c

where ijie factor f. includes the fusion power
dependence on j and a/L.
The scaling laws for Q depend on the assumed
particle loss mechanism. For ion-ion scattering ac
cording to Eq. (2-36), we obtain (assuming
T »T )
F

Qa s

p

2

2

Ej" <ov>

v

f

2

Q

A)' /E

jn

,

(2-48a)
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classical by the factor I .'5. as it is in the other cases.
This factor is similar to that used in the pseudoclassical model for Tokamaks.
In Case II, the particle confinement time is
derated to ion scaling, while 10% of the alphaparticle energy is recycled to the hot plasma.
Furthermore, the ion thermal conduction has been
neglected. This latter condition is motivated by the
observation that charge-exchange of neutral-beam
atoms on the thick, low-density plasma surrounding
the field-reversed layer could raise its average
energy considerably, thereby reducing the ion tem
perature gradients and shutting olf the radial ther
mal conduction. Electron temperature on the openfield lines will remain low. as with standard mirrors.
Results for calculations for Case I are shown in
Pigs. 2-2 and 2-3. From Fig. 2-2 we note that Q
peaked at a beam energy of 600 kcV, where the
mean ion energy (Hg. 2-3) is 100 keV. Both 0 and
total fusion power rise sharply above 400 keV as we
approach the maximum in Q. Fven though 0 is
decreasing above 600 keV, the product n jjv is in
creasing faster than <«v>|. decreases, resulting in
continuing increase in P j..

1

i

1

|

i

60

|

I

40

,

Pf

/

I

20

1

3

t - * *-i

200

1

400

.

1

1

'
B

o

y E,

>
%

T

1

100

-

^
E

r^\
0

200

400

. i

i

600

300

3eam energy — keV

\ i|>. 2-3.

\ ,. \ , JIIO H „ fur ( au-1 nf I •bit 2-1.

keV heani energy, for example.

U X
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energy is leaving via ion heal conduction. The mean
ion energy is thus considerably below the optimum
of * 100 keV needed for large fusion reaction rates,
treating of the plasma by alpha-particles can
replace losses due to heat conduction and lead to a
larger Q al lower beam energy. If sufficient alphaparticle energy is recycled, then ignition will occur.
Some effects of alpha-particle heating at a beam
energy of 400 keV are shown in Kig. 2-4. Shown are
Q and the external magnetic field as a function of
ftr, the fraction of alpha-particle energy recycled
into Ihe plasma, l-'or fix 0.12, the plasma becomes
ignited and solutions are not possible with t he equa
tion used here. In fact, the concept of a steady-stale,
beam-driven, field-reversed layer becomes
questionable close to ignition. As the ion and elec
tron energies rise, Ihe beam trapping cross section
decreases, and it becomes more difficult lo satisfy
Eq. (2-37) on beam attenuation. Should ignition
prove possible, a preferable strategy would be lo
drive the layer to ignition and then translate it out
of the driving section and allow it to burn, perhaps
even refueling with fuel pellets. This concept is be
ing addressed in a separate study.

C
6

2

,

600

1

12

4
-

1

10
8

O

1

The results for ihc classical case arc somewhat
discouraging, since a high nculral-bcam energy of
about 600 keV is required lor the peak Q value. The
required magnetic licld at the peak Q is also quite
high, about 120 k(i, which presents a formidable
problem Tor magnet design, particularly of the
magnets lor ihc quadrupolc field. The reason for the
high beam energy lies in the main energy-loss
mechanism, ion heal conduction This process de
pends on the ion-ion scattering lime, which is much
shorter than the particle confincn.cn! lime. Al 200-

i

Q —-

200

800

Beam energy - keV
Fie, 2-2. I' and Q for < use I ui tabic 2-!.
f

From Fig. 2-3, we see that the electron and ion
energies are nearly equal to about E = 500 keV,
beyond which the electron energy is much less. The
reason lies in radiation losses from electrons. At
beam energy of 600 keV, 21 % of the energy flow to
the electrons from the ions is lost via Bremsstrahlung, and 11% via synchrotron radiation. At
800 keV, the losses have risen to 17 and 31%, respec
tively.
in

12

Results lor Case II of Table 2-1 are given in Hgs.
2-5' and 2-6. W'c note that Q peaks at a niuch lower
beam energy. 300 keV, for which the magnetic field
is 66 kG. also much lower than the B a t maximum
Q for Case I. The magnitude of Q is about half of
the value for a classical confinement without alphaparticle heating. Variations on the assumptions for
Case I I , parlicularly the fraction of alpha-particle
heating and ion thermal conduction are considered
in Sec.7.
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3. START-UP SCENARIOS FOR
FIELD-REVERSED MIRROR PLASMAS
machine experiment or reactor. Consequently, the
following comments, are intended only to sum
marize some of the schemes qualitatively and to ex
plain how they might be adapted to field-reversal
experiments of interest to the current mirror
program and be usable for the field-reversed reac
tor.

Introduction
Present field-revers.il experiments at 1.1-1- are
concentrating on stowIv b» 'ding up field-reversing
p!a*:na rings using the existing complement of
neutral beams to inject particles off-axis
C'pinw heel-fashion") ut 'he minimum of the mirror
well in -XIIIJ. In addition to this "slow buildup"
technique, however, a number uf other approaches
are ulso being examined which, too. might lead to
axial field-rev ersi.l in a mirror machine. The data
base for most of these "alternate start-up" ap
proaches is cither preliminary or does not yet cover
the parameter space relevant 10 a fusion mirror-

"Conventional" Neutral Beams
The "slow build-jp" approach to field-re versa I is
shown schematically in Fig. 3-1. The approach is to
inject a suitable target plasma along the magnetic
field lines from one end of the mirror machine [Fig.

(a} Inject target plasma
(stream nuns)

(b) Heat and build up to field
reversal with "conventional"
neutraf beams

(c) Sustain field reversal plasma
with neutral beams

Fig. 3-1. "CoMcntiiMir start-up.
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3-l(a)| which is then healed by laterally injected
"conventional" (20 kcV/50A) neutral beams [ l-'ig.
3-l(b)|. Having "built-up" the plasma to H~\. the
hope is that neutral beams may also be used to in
duce sufficient ion currents about the mirror
machine axis to reverse the magnetic field on axis at
the center of the plasma, thereby confining the
plasma in a minimum-B geometry. Conceivably,
under proper conditions, this field-reversed plasma
could then be sustained and heated continuously by
further neutral beam injection | Fig. 3-l(c)|. The ad
dition of plasma impurities ( Z * I) may be necessary
(o slow the electron drift speed relative to the ion
drift speed near the magnetic field null to permit a
net sustained ion current (Ohkawa current). Fxpcrimenlal and theoretical work on the problem of
whether the axial magnetic field can be made to
reverse u n d e r these c o n d i t i o n s is c u r r e n t l y
underway.

magnetic field produced b; , single-turn thelapnich coil. I'he plasmas made in this fashion are all
scier;ii gyroradii in diameter and are long and thin.
To use such a plasma as an in-placc. beam-suslamed
and heated target, the iheta-pmch coil surrounding
the plasma would have to he broacllcd for neutral
beam ports, as shown in I ig. 3-3(d). or the plasma
would have to he moved. The long-term stability of
revcrscd-field thcta pinch plasmas is currently under
investigation at I.OS Alamos Scientific l a b o r a t o r y .
;

Rotating F.ledron or Ion Beams
l.xpcrimenls at the Nuvul Research 1 uboralory. * U.C. Irvine'' and Cornell University are
studying the possibility of lielu-reversed plasma
confinement using intense rings of high energy ions
or relulivislic electrons.
The basic concepts arc sketched in l i g . 3-4. As
before, an initial gas or slightly iuni/.cd plasma
target is injected down the axis of the mirror
machine fJig. 3-4(a)|. A rotating ion or electron
beam is then injected in a way that allows it to encir
cle the symmetry axis. In the case of trapped ion or
electron rings, the target plasma becomes con
fined—along with a certain fraction of the injected
particles themselves—by the self-magnetic field of
the injected charged paitides, as shown in l i u . 3 4(b). One possible variation of this approach is to
use an untrapped, rotating reliUivislic electron beam
to produce the plasma-confining fields. As the
spiraling electron beam passes through the weak
plasma/neutral gas. plasma turbulence L'IIOWS rapid
diffusion of the beam's self-fields through the
plasma. The ionization and plasma hea'.ing that en
sues during the beam pulse could result in electron
temperatures high enough to permit a slow, induc
tive decay of the beam self-fields after the beam has
left the plasma region. The (fairly cool), reversedfield plasma formed in this way would then be
heated by neutral beams.
7

Intense Pulsed Ion-Neutral Sources (IPINS)
Should the "slow buildup" method of fieldreversal prove to be unsuccessful, additional sources
of high impulse current are being developed at 1.1.1.
which could be used to augment the aforementioned
neutral current injection. The manner in which
these Intense Pulsed Ion-Neutral Sources ' might be
used is illustrated in rig. 3-2. The first two stages of
target plasma formation and approach to tf~\
could involve only the "conventional" neutral beam
sources. At some point in or near the /J~ I stage, the
IPINS could be switched on; the projected IPINS'
current density is about I k A / c m ~ (about three or
ders of magnitude higher than the conventional
sources) with an anticipated pulse length of about
1 /is. This additional burst of current could then
drive the diamagnetic ring through field-reversal.
This is called "fast" ion injection because the total
injection time is of the order of the time for elec
trons to scatter up to the mean ion velocity for
T = 100 kcV, n => 10 p a r t i c l e s / c m . The fieldreversed ring would continue to be sustained and
heated by conventional beams. It is also possible
that the 1PINS alone could be used to build up and
reverse the axial magnetic field; further speculation
on these points awaits experimental evidence.
l 4

3

c

Conical Theta-Pinch Guns
In addition to the technique just described, the
theta-pinch concept may have another
application
to producing field-reversed plasmas: conical theta
pinch guns. Two axially aligned theta-pinch guns
aimed at one another are sketched in Fig. 3-5(a).
The diverging magnetic field from a fast-pulsed con
ical theta-pinch coil induces strong counter-currents
in a plasma ring generated near the apex of the
cone. This has the dual effect of both producing a
field-reversing ring and ejecting it rapidly from the
gun nozzle. If two such guns were located al the op
posite ends of a magnetic mirror [Fig. 3-5(b)) and
8

Reversed-Field Thcta-Pinch
Reversed Field Theta Pinch experiments in the
U . S . , G e r m a n y , and the Soviet U n i o n have
demonstrated production of field-reversed plasmas
in the manner sketched in Figs. 3-3(a) through 33(c). An initially reverse-bias magnetic field is
trapped in the center of a plasma that is compressed
and heated by a fast, forward-biased "driving" axial
2

3

4

16

(a) Inject target plasma
(stream guns)

(bl Heat target plasma and
build up nearly to
field reversal with
"conventional" neutral
beams

Neutral beams

|d

(c) Drive oearbv f i e
reversed plasma through
field reversal with
I pins

(d) Sustain field
reversal plasma
with neutral beams

t
KlK. 3-2.

I
"Comenllonal" teams »nd IP1NS start-up.
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I heta pinch coil

(a) Inject cold plasma through
theta-pinch coil along
reversed-bias magnetic
field

\_ Reversed
field lines

(b) Pjlse theta-pinch coil to
give oppositely directed
compressional B f i e l d

Driving, f o r w a r d ' i e k l "

(c) Plamss c o l u m n w i t h
reversed central
f l u x tears at ends,
magnetic lines connect,
and reversed field
confinement plasma is
firmec'

(d) Plasma is sustained by
neutral beams and
heated by beams or
magnetic compression

Fig. 3*3.

ReverceaMicId IhelB pinch.

(a) Inject target plasma or
gas

(b) Trapped electron/ion ring
formed at trough of
mirror
Injected rotating
e-beam/i-beam

Trapped ring of
circulating current

Untrapped spiralling
e-beam induces
plasma currents
which sustain fieidreversal after beam
has left plasma
-Untrapped electron beam

1I
(c) Remaining field
reversed plasma is
heated with neutral
beams

Kig. 3-1. Fieldreversalvia rotating [on/electron beams.
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Mirror field lines

Conical theta-pinch gun

(a) Reversed-field vortex
plasma lings formed
by theta-pinch guns aimed
at one another from ends
of magnetic mirror

(b) Rings meet at mirror
trap and attract, stack,
and form one main
ring

(c) Refueling with
subsequent rings;
heating is possible
with neutral beams,
magnetic compression

Neutral beams

l-'ig. 3-5.

Conical Ihetn-plnch guns.
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ment or reactor. Relatively efficient magnetic com
pression could then be used to raise the plasma tem
perature to the range of interest lor fusion. An il
lustration of this approach is shown in big. 3-7<a).
Using one of the aforementioned techniques, the
field-reversed plasma may be first produced in a
fairly low magnetic field well—such as could be
formed by properly reconfiguring the main mirror
solenoid magnetic fringing field with auxiliary ex
ternal windings. Using a set of local, pulsed mirror
windings [l-'ig. 3-7(b)|, the ring could then be com
pressed and pushed rapidly into the well of the main
mirror set ("peristaltic compression")—a process
that could be isolated magnetically from the main
(possibly superconducting) windings via a con
ducting wall. As shown in Fig. 3-7<c), once the ring
has been compressed into place it. the mirror well, it
could eilher be sustained by neutral beams, as in the
FRM concept, or possibly refueled with only cold
plasma—intentionally creating a short-lived plasma
burn, but one with desirable engineering charac
teristics. This latter option is uniquely possible in
ihis particular scenario owing to the high potential
efficiency of the magnetic compression heating
process.

rings were fire J at one another, ihe rings would
magnetically attract each other and combine if their
respective plasma currents were circulating in the
same direction. In this way, the combined rings
could be centered at the mirror well trough and sub
sequently healed b\ conventional neutral beams:
"stacking"' the -trigs by repeated injection of rings
from either end of the mirror could lead to steadystate operation of ihe field-reversed configuration,
as illustrated in Fig. 3- 5(c). Healing the rings at the
minimum of the mirror well might also be accom
plished b) magnetic compression,
Coaxial Plasma (Juris
f.lllcient, high-energy coaual plasma guns might
also be used in a field-reversal scheme to produce
"remote" rings which are inert translated to the
minimum of ihe magnetic mirror well.'' Such an
airangemenl is sketched in Fig. 3-6(a). The hi'ghheta, energetic plasma ring formed in the field-free
region of the breech of the coaxial gun is made to
drift inlo a cusped magnetic field as shown in Fig. 3Wb) At this point, the ring "pushes" througn the
radial cusp field, capturing magnetic flux as it
passes through the cusp. As it emerges downstream
from the cusp field, the ring—along vilh its "caplured flux"—enters the trough o*' a mirror well,
where it may be heated by begins and refueled by
subsequent plasma rings injected in the same way.
Hence, sceral small rings could be "slacked"
together to produce a larger, field-reversed ring.

Conclusion
We assume that an appropriate equilibrium exists
for a reactor. Indeed, there arc data from several ex
periments that support this contention. How to
achieve that equilibrium is uncertain. Nevertheless,
there are, as discussed several different approaches
to field-reversed start-up. The principles underlying
many of these approaches have already been
demonstrated experimentally. We assume that one
or more of these will be practical for use in a reac
tor.

Remote Magnetic Compression of
Field-Reversed Plasma Kings
As suggested by workers at Cornell University,
it may he possible to utigale the effects of inef
ficient reversed-field plasma formation by allowing
Ihe plasma trapping and confinement process to oc
cur initially in a low-energy portion of the experi
l(l

2!

—Gun plasma
-Magnetic flux concentrated into gun cathode

Mirror well
-Field-free region

- Plasma gun ^ - Magnetic cusp

(a) High B plasma formed in breech of plasma gun

(b) Gun plasma is ejected and captures magnetic flux as it passes through cusp field

i 1

t t

Neutral beams
(c) Ring is trapped in mirror: could be built up to field reversal by stacking rings

Fig. 3-6.

t oaxial plasma guns.
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- Local, t o w f i e ' d mirror
is ap

(a) e b e a m , i-beam, or
plasma gun initiated
field-reversed plasma
formed in relatively
weak magnetic field
region
Mirror well
Compression magnets
Beams

(b) Plasma ring is com
pressed peristaltically
; o high temperatures
and density

(c) Hot, compressed ring
is further heated
and refueled by
neutral beams, if
necessary

Neutral beams

Fig. 3-7. Ring compression.
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ANALYTIC MODEL OF A FIFLD-RFXERSED
MIRROR REACTOR CELL

\N pari of the design sludies of field-reversed
reactor-.. M \v.tv desirable to d r \ e | o p formulae th;it
could be used lo cjinekh CMimale engineering
parameters SLKII a-, first-wall radius, coil currents
,md areas, iind power lust due lo ohmic losses ;ind
neutron absnrpiion in ihe coils Such formulae,
when incorporated into a computer code. e.in fur
nish .1 link between the I RK code, which is used io
compete pl.t-.ni.i properties, and the power balance
.md economies code, which is used to project the
L.iprlal LOSI nl ,I tuture reactor

First V\ all Radius
I he placement of the inner wall depends on the
maximum permitted wall neutron flux, hor a given
material, a higher neutron flux will mean a shorter
ii'V c x p e c t a n o and vice versa. The cylindrical shape
of the reactor cells should facilitate eas> wall
replacement, and it m:;\ be economically desirable
to design for a high wall load. We specif) the peak
fusion neutron wall loading p
as an input
parameter, assume a point source o( neutrons, and
solve for the wall radius from
m j x

Ihe basic unit ot a field-reversed reactor is a
single ceil containing the blankel and shielding, a
solenoid (eUcnor !o the hlanket and suiciding I lo
lurnish ihe main magnetic field, copper mirror coils
inside the first wall 11r ••uppl\ an axial well, and four
lolfe bars, also inside ihe Hall, to lurnish a radial
well il that is deemed necessary l a t h cell would
also have sufficient neuiral-heurn injectors to suppl)
losses from ihe plasma \ schematic of a single cell
is shown in i ig -1-1 with definitions of symbols. In
an actual reactor, a number of these cells would
prohablv he joined end to end. In the present case
we consider onl> the central cell of such an arrange
ment or. alternatively a single cell.

P

'N .
Pm.»

(4-1)
|i + <jd/R )w

i=i
where f P is the fusion power carried off in
neutrons. J = (n - 1 >/2. with n the (odd) number of
cells, and d is the length of each cell. The cell length
is a free parameter to be chosen by economic con
siderations* and we carry out alt of the calculations
N

(

Blanket and solenoid coils

Fig. 4-1. Schematic or a cell of afield-reversedmirror reactor.
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for a range of values of d. We place a lower limit on
d/R to ensure that ih>: field from the mirror coils
of a single cell satisfies the criterion d B,/dz > 0
at the center of the cell. This places a restriction on
d, namely

located at z' = ±d. ±2d... or

m

2

2

»>.*)
P ™ ' = 4(L

(4-2)

(«,„ )

+ a)

Y j

x

^ -i ^ La

* Z. I | 2
R

( z

~jd

+

I + 2|>/2
a

z - jd - L - a

where R is the radius to the center of the mirror
a>il. hor a shin coil— and this particular configura
tion requires thin mirror coils and loffe bars to be
economical—we can take R s: R for juding
whether or not a chosen d is acceptable for the com
puted R . For the lower neutral-beam voltages,
alpha particles born near the edge of the plasma
would strike a wall placed at a radius found from
l-q. 4-1. We thus restrict the wall radius by
m

m

+

+ (7. - jif - L - i,^1/i

3

ft

w

z + jd + L t a

IR + (z + jd + L + a ) ] ' "
2

w

z + jd - L - a

(4-5)
1

|R' + (z + jd - I. - a)) '
R* > R + a + 2/i„ ,

(4-3)
It is desirable also to know [he radial variation of
B at the center of a cell. Since R < < d, we approx
imate the plasma current by a dipole and consider
only the contribution from the two closest plasma
layers. We find, to order r / d .

where/),, isthcalpha-particlegyroradius.

p

Plasma Field

2

To enable the eventual calculation of a mirror
current, we need to know the magnetic field from
the plasma currents. In the FRR physics code (Sec.
2), a characteristic external vacuum field, B , is
computed. We take this as the vacuum field at the
center (r = 0, z = 0) of the cell. In a typical
equilibrium field,' the combination of vacuum and
plasma field is sufficient to establish a field null on
axis at the end of the plasma layer. The on-axis
"vacuum" field seen hy this plasma layer is the sum
of the field from the solenoid, the mirror coils and
the other plasma layers. (The quadrupole field from
the loffe bars vanishes on axis.) However, the
solenoid field is much greater than the fields from
the other sources and we can neglect the latter in
solving for the plasma current. We idealize the
plasma current by a cylindrical sheet of radius R
and length 2(L + a) and solve for the plasma
current From

B

(r, o) <* I -

2

3,'

(4-6)

0

-2B
lp = - ^

2

2

[R + 4 (L + a ) ] "

2

.

Mirror Coil Current
To keep the plasma layers centered in each cell,
some axial mirror will be necessary. In reversedfield theta pinches, " equivalent to a single cell, it
has been observed that the plasma sometimes
squirts out the ends if no axial mirror is applied. I n
an in-line multicell configuration, the attraction of
adjacent plasma layers could cause coalescence of
the layers unless resisted by an axial mirror. The
axial mirror ratio, R , required to center the
plasma layers is not yet known and we leave it as an
input parameter. We further leave the actual loca
tion, z = f (L + a), of the mirror point as an in
put parameter. This is motivated by the observa
tion that the cell may be much longer than the
plasma and it is necessary to have R > 1 only near
the plasir .. Of course, z
must satisfy
L + a < z < d/2. The mirror ratio is found from
2

4

A

m

(4-4)

m

A

m

m

The z-component of the field in the central cell
caused by the other plasma layers is that from cylin
drical sheets of radius R and length 2(L + a)

B

_
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z

B 1 + m(°- ,n) * Bp(Q.
S0

A

B

" sol

+

B

+

m<°> ») V°- °>

Q

(4-7)

In addition, the fidd at the center is related to H las
found in the computation of plasma properties) b\

with

0

+ (2J +

B„ = B „| + B„,(o, oj + B„(o. o).

»*

(4-81

s

and
We approximate the mirror coils by thin loops of
radius R (s=R ) with current I . The full expres
sion for the z-component of a single loop reads
m

w

C-i +

m

The ^(r.z) is the expression in braces in Eq. (4-11).
includes all radial dependence, and is unity if r = 0.
The radial dependence is needed only at the midplane, z = o and for small r / R . Only the contribu
tions of the two closest loops are important in
evaluating the radial dependence at the midplane.
For this case z = d /4in Eqs. (4-10) and (4-11).
We can solve for the required mirror current from
Eqs. (4-7). (4-8). and (4-12).

",. '„
'

2*\<R,„ + r

•>*

t z-

m

(4-9)

E (k)

K (k) +

(R,„

r)'

2

+ z-

wherc K and 1: are the elliptic integrals.

2

R

B

I) - B,

(4-10)
<R„,

+

<V A " » ' pz<<" *,„> V ° - °>

4R..,r
+ r)-

(4-13)

and 7 is the axial distance from the loop to the field
point. We need the radial dependence for small r for
later computation of the loffe-bar current. To avoid
computing the elliptic integrals, we expand Ihem to
order k (the lowest nonvanishing radial expansion
for B| „p). and after some rearrangement we find

The denominator of Eq. (4-13) includes the mirror
field evaluated at I = 1 to take account of
geometrical effects in Eq. (4-12).
While the current computed from Eq. (4-13) is
sufficient to ensure R > 0, the axial field could
first decrease from z = 0 and then increase.thus
creating local minima away from z = 0. This condi
tion can generally be avoided by requiring
d B / d z > 0 at z = 0 for the "vacuum" field. For
this calculation we approximate the plasma current
by dipoles at the center of each layer. The lower
bound on mirror current is found to be
m

4

A

()

R

",,',„ m

B
l

2

2

2

"'"' " 2|(R„, + r) + z ] " [(R

m

-r)

2

2

+

z]

2

«{-**T[(0'-t'(t)']

2

J

*'p»'

( 3 + ')

- (R /d)

{ i-o

The z-component of the mirror coil field is then

2

m

2

2

7

[(2j + l) /4 + (R / d ) ] '

2

(4-14)
1/2
2

2

For a single cell the condition d B/dz > 0 at
z = 0 is always satisfied for R > 1, since B„ = 0.
In this case, since B < < Bn,
0. B„,
s o l '« B„.
A

2

2

2

2

X [(R - r) t x ] -« • [(»„ + r) t y ] ">

m

m

D

Ioffe Bar Current

* [<

r

R
m

2 +

Some quadrupole field may be necessary to
stabilize the plasma against precessional modes. -

2

- > y ] " ' I * <'• *> . («-•»
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6

We specify the amount of
value of radial mirror ratio
the plasma ( = R + a) in the
cell, I-or small radii the loffc
2

be removed from the coils by cooling. This sets an
upper
limit on current Jensily of about
2xl0 A/m .
We t h e r e f o r e a d d a n o t h e r
parameter to be specified, the current density i. It is
taken to be the same for both coils. In searching for
the minimum cost, we vary i to minimize the sum of
the I R losses and the potential for electrical power
production which is lost because of neutron absorp
tion in the copper. The cross-sectional areas of the
coils follow from

r

7

,

r

".,'l

'TIT

field by specifying the
R at the outer edge of
midplaneof the central
bar field is given b> ' •

sin 20

(4-IS)

cos 20

(4-16)

-

X'I'

2

2

I
(4-1 <>t
The radial components of B arising from the other
currents vanish in the midplane of the central cell,
and the radial mirror ratio at any radius can be
computed from

(4-20)
and the ohmic heating per tell from

R

2

[B

=

5I)I

B

+ " „ ( " . ») + B ( r , o ) l

l ....i

2

n|

+

B
P

( ° . °)

+

B («>. ° ) 1

+ B

2

(r)
2j7R „|2
m

2

(4-21)

m

(4-17)
Making use of I:q. (4-8), we can solve for B ,

4do.„

(

14-22)

C....A,

R I

1 P - •*•»<'• » » 1

/^y is the resistivity of copper, and the coils are
assumed to consist of f (^80%) copper, i.e., A
and A] are the cross sections with allowance for
cooling passages. The factor (n + l ) / n accounts for
the sharing of mirror coils between adjacent cells.
To compute the power lost due to neutron ab
sorption by the coils, we approximate the plasma by
a point source of neutrons. The solid angles inter
cepted by the mirror and loffe bar coils are
cu

1/2

/B„

(4-18)

a n d obtain the required current I, from Eqs. (415,16), In the calculations, Eq. (4-18) is evaluated at
r = R + a, the edge of the plasma. All mirror fields
but those of the nearest neighbors are neglected,
and Rj is approximated by R .

„„l/2

w

A

l/2

m

ii|

R„,
j=i

Coil Power Losses
l

All of the previous expressions depend on the cell
length d. T h e appropriate cell length is chosen from
considerations of the capital cost of the power
produced. T o assess these costs, we need to compute
the power losses due to the coils. Such losses are of
two types:
• 1 R losses from the resistance of the copper
Ioffe and mirror coils.
• Loss of fusion neutrons from absorption in
the copper.
T h e currents in the coils are specified by previous
e q u a t i o n s , but the cross-sectional areas and
resistance are as yet unknown. An additional con
straint is furnished by the amount of heat that can

(4-23)

j l + [(2j - I) d/2 R ]

2

m

8A,"

2

(4-24)
2

R, [1 + (2 R , / n d ) ] "

2

2

Some of the neutrons that pass through the mirror
coils also pass through the toffe bars. The solid
angle for the cverlap is
2 A,"
TTR,
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2

(4-25)

The electrical power loss iron, neutron absorption
in these coils is ihen

Kxample Calculations
Table 4-1 gives typical values for the input
parameters required for the reactor cell calcula
lions. The first five parameters are plasma proper
ties calculated by the FRR code: the remaining
parameters must be chosen by the reactor designer.
Tabic 4-2 gives the results of the reactor cell calcula
tions for a number of trial cell lengths d, and the
parameter values of Table 4-1.
As the cell length d is increased, adjacent cell
plasmas contribute less to the peak neutron wall

I', = l > , M H 4 7 „ { | ^ - o „ |
N

n

X |l - cxpl-A^/XI
2

+ lo, - ipj 11 - esp(-A," /X)|
2

2

+ p... 11 - cxpHAj,' + A," |tt)|) .

d-26)
Table 4-1 Input parameters for reaclor
cell calculations.

and the lolal electrical power loss due to the copper
coils is

Variable
m

B

where A is the attenuation length for neutrons in the
coils, taken as I Ov/f~ cm. i? | if. the efficiency of the
reaclor thermal conversion system, and M is the
blanket multiplication. As a final step we compute
the actual position of the inner wall, which is out
side the mirror and loffe coils, from

o

a
R
L + i

9

P

F

R

A
R,

n
p
X
p

2

+ A j ' / ! 1- A,"2

R ' = R

Name in program

Typical value

(4-27)

= P + Pi + Pi

where R is the wall radius originally computed
from r-q. (4-1). The actual peak power load can then
be found from Kq. (4-I) with the corrected R„' and,
if differing from the value originally assumed, a new
value can be used and the calculations repeated.
w
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M
i
f

eu

BFIELD
RADMIN
RADMAJ
ALHPLASMA
PFUSION

4.08 T "\
0.071 m 1
"
0.142 m V properties
0.499 m
20.3 M w J c o l e

AMR
RMR
FACAXMIR
NCELL
PFLUXMAX
EFLABS
RIIOCU
THERM EFF
BLANKMF
CURDEN
FCU

1.0001
1.0001
1.10
11
4.0 MW/m
0.1 m
2 x 10"
0.40
1.2
1.5 X I 0
0.8

H

l

s

m

r r o m

F

R

R

z

8
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2
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Table 4-2. Results of reactor cell calculations.
(Reference case design)
d(m)
R (m)
R -(m)
1 (A)
'•n »
1,(A)

1.57
0.599
0.844
-6.54 x I 0
1.90 X 1 0
5.19 X 1 0

B ( o , o ) (T)
B (o,o) (T)
B,(R + a,o) (T)

0.089
-0.053
0.247

w

w

(A

m

2

A„(m )
m *
A,(m')
<*hi * «1 "
P (MW)
P,(MW)
ro

P (MW)
P (MW)
L

T 0 T

V

4

"

6

5

s

2.04
0.582
0.729
-6.S4 X 1 0
5.21 X 1U
2.03 X 1 0
6

5

0.014
-0.022
0.103

4

2.51
0.576
0.676
-6.54 X 10
3.19 X 1 0
1.42 X 1 0
0.0051
-0.011
0.073

6

4

S

2.98
0J73
0685
- 6 . S 4 x 10*
2.77 X 1 0
1.24 X 1 0
4

5

0.0028
-0.0067
0.065

0.0126
0.0346
0.279

0.00347
0.0136
0.158

0.00213
0.00947
0.125

0.00184
0.00829
0.113

0.29
1.22
1.66
3.17

0.078
0.621
0.741
1.44

0.047
0.535
0.538
1.12

0.041
0.555
0.474
1.07
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loading, and the firsl wall radius R may be
reduced. The required mirror coil current decreases
with increasing d, because coil pairs with larger
length-to-diamcter ratios produce larger mirror
ratios. The required loffe bar current also decreases
with increasing d, because the radially decreasing
field due to the mirror coils (which the loffe bars
must counteract) varies directly with the mirror coil
current. Thus, as d is increased, we see a decrease in
the coil cross sections A and A] and a decrease in
the solid angle subtended by the coils. The resistive
luss in the mirror coils P decreases with increasing
d, while the loffe bar resistive loss P first decreases
then increases. (The increase occurs because of the
effect of the increasing loffe bar length.) The poten
tial for electrical production lost from neutron ab
sorption, P|, decreases with increasing d. PJOTsum of P , P|, and P , decreases with increasing d.
The copper coil current density for this set of
calculations was 1.5 X 1 0 A / m . A lower current
density would decrease resistive losses but increase
neutron absorption; a higher current density would
have the opposite effect. The current density chosen
is optimum in the sense thai it minimizes P i •
The results of Table 4-2 along with a description
of the remainder of the reactor (see the following
subsections) can be used to determine an
economically optimum reactor design. The basic
tradeoff is between a high reactor average power
density (measured, for example, by Pp/d). which oc
curs for small d, and a low P-roT* ' occurs for
large d. For this example, d = 2.04 m was found to
be the optimum design. For higher values of d there
is only a small reduction in PJOT- while the reactor
power density continues to scale inversely with d.

Outside the blanket, a l-m thick region is
designated for neutron shielding and coolant gas
distribution. This region is assumed to contain (by
volume) 26% stainless steel, 6% borated carbon,
38% lead cement, and 30% void. The shield is
assumed to overhang both end cells of the reactor
by one-quarter of a cell length.
The conductor thickness for the superconducting
solenoidal coil is calculated from a long solenoid
equation:

w

m

nl

(

where j is the bulk current density in the coil, and f
is the axial coverage fraction for the segmented
solenoid. In the analytic model, j was u!cen to be
3000 A/cm , and f was taken to be 0.22. (In later
magnetic calculations, j was more conservatively
taken to be 2000 A/cm . Also, the final reference
design, which satisfies both the magnet require
ments and the neutral beam port requirements, has
f = 0.15.) The mass of the conductor (niobiumtitanium superconductor in copper stabilizer) is es
timated using copper density. Structural restraint
for the magnetic hoop force is assumed to be
provided by a stainless steel hoop outside the con
ductor layer. The thickness of the structural hoop is
calculated from the equation
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where r is the outer radius of the conductor layer
and a is the working stress in the steel. In the
analytic model, a was taken to be 5 X 10 N/m
(75,000 psi). The space between solenoid segments
is assumed to be 30% filled by stainless steel struc
ture and shielding.
Outside the coil and coil structure, the reactor
core is enclosed by a steel vacuum shell. For the
reference case the average thickness of this shell is
estimated to be 2 cm.
The volume of the reactor building is estimated in
the following manner: The building is taken to be
roughly cylindrical. The radius is taken to be the
outer radius of the cylindrical reactor core plus 2.2
times the protrusion dimension of a neutral beam
injector (taken to be 8.5 m). The length of the
building is taken to be 2 times the length of the reac
tor core (the factor 2 is to accommodate the direct
converters at the ends of the reactor) plus a constant
14 m.
c

8

Outward from the First Wall
Beyond the first wall, the physical parameters of
the field-reversed mirror reactor are calculated by
the computer code FRM. This code also calculates
the power balance of the reactor and an estimate for
direct capital cost. In this section we will discuss the
physical parameter calculations.
The cylindrical shell blanket begins al the first
wall radius &!ad is assumed to be l-m thick. For
calculating masses (and ultimately costs) the
blanket is assumed to contain (by volume) 18%
stainless steel, 70% lithium, and 12% void). To take
account of the extra blanket material required at the
ends of the FRM, the mass calculation includes
hemispherical end caps.
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6. REFERENCE CASE PARAMETERS
The reference case design is an 11-eelI fieldreversed mirror reactor producing 74 MWe net elec
tric power. The parameters for this reactor appear
throughout the report (physics parameters in Sec. 2.
cell parameters in See. 4, power balance and cost in

Sec. 5, magnet parameters in Sec. K, and neutral
beam parameters in Sec. 9). In this section we will
consolidate and summarize the reference ease
parameters (Tables 6-1 through 6-4).
Tabic 6-3. Power balance and cost for
reference case.

Table 6-1. Reference ease plasma parameters.
Injection energy
S - a//,.
a
K/a
I./a
P
Alpha*particle energy deposition
Particle confinement

2 0

n

0
density profile
T„

it
0. VAC

1-tlSMtll |IUWtT

0

Injected power
Fusion power
Dlankct energy multiplication
Direct conversion efficiency
Thermal conversion efficiency
Gross electric power
Injection system efficiency
Power recirculated to injectors
Power recirculated |o copper coils
Net electric power
Recirculated power fraction
System efficiency
Direct capital cost

200 keV
1
0.07 in
2
6
1.5
10%
" inti'ion collision lime
6.5 X I 0
in"
cubic
31 keV
% keV
4.1 T
20 MW/mll
5.5
3

40 MW
220 MW
1.2
0.5
0.4
156 MW
0.74
54 MW
8 MW
74 MW
0.46
0.29
SH9 M <$12i0/kWc)

Table 6-4. Reference ease coil and
injection parameters.
Table 6-2. Reference case cell parameters.
Cell length
l'ir.st wall radius
Average first wall neutron loading
Peak first wall neutron loading

B

0,VAC
Axial magnetic weil
Radial magnetic well
Mirror coil current
lol'fc bar current
Injected current

2.0 m
0.73 m
1.7 MW/m
2.6 MW/m
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4.1 T
1.0013

1.0001
4

5.2 V. I 0 A
2.8 x I 0 A
S

7. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
2000

Parametric analysis of field-reversed mirror reac
tors was carried out through the use of the coupled
computer codes I RR, which computes plasma
properties and basic reactor cell parameters, and
I KM, which computes the reactor power balance
and component si/cs and costs. The analysis was
first used for the optimization of a number of
reference case parameters. Then it was used to in
vestigate the effects of varying other input
parameters from their reference values.

100

Optimization of the Reference Case
The parameters optimized for the reference case
design are the injection energy, the length of the
reactor cell, and the electrical current density in the
mirror and loffe-har coils.
ligure 7-Kaj shows the variation of several
physics parameters with injection energy. The
average plasma energy 1' and the peak plasma ion
density n increase monotonically with injection
energy, The .-.-quired magnetic field strength B in
creases with injection energy lo contain (at constant
If) the denser, more energetic plasma. The plasma
volume decreases with increasing injection energy
(l

7

I'm- -Kh)-

heeuu.se of the constraint on neutral beam penetra
tion into the denser plasma. As a result, the increase
of fusion power per reactor cell with injection
energy is much less rapid than the increase of the
square of plasma density. The plasma 0 first in
creases rapidly with injection energy, maximizes at
Q =* 6 near Ii j = 300 keV, then decreases some
what for higher injection energies.
Based on Fig. 7-l(a) alone we might expect the
optimum injection energy to be near that which
maximizes Q. The increasing fusion power per cell
would favor higher injection energy, but the increas
ing magnetic field requirement would favor lower
injection energy. Figure i-\(b) shows the net electric
power and direct capital cost per unit net electric
(S/kWe) for the 11-cell FRM as a function of injec
tion energy. We see that the optimum design occurs
for l:, j = 200 keV, below the peak for net electric
power (and Q). The optimum injection energy is not
higher because of the higher magnetic field require
ment.
All of the cases in Fig. 7-l(b) have optimized
reactor cull lengths. Figure 7-2 shows the variation
of net electric power and S/kWe with reactor cell
length d lor the 1 l-ccll FRM and 200-keV injection.
jn

n

tin- 7-1 (n).

Optimization of injection energy.

VuriHlion of physics piirunii'fm with injttlion
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As ihc ceil lentil) js increased, the lusi wall radius
decreases lo maintain die peak lirsl-wall neutron
loading. I he inilTiir and loffc har curreuls decrease
with increasing cell length, hut Ihe power iccmircd
for lliese mils passes Ihruugh a uiiniiiiuill ami lllell
increases hecause ol Ihe increasing loffc har leuglli.
As a resull. Ilie nel eieelrie puwer maximizes al
7HM We neard - .! in. However, Ihc minimum cosl
design occurs lor d - 2 ill hecause llus ease lias a
higher net power per unil ol reaclor length.
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J ijj. 7-1. 0|ilimi/mjiHi of ni|j(iL| iitil miitill tlt-usil>.
I lie i c k u . n o ; Lii.sc viiluc lui |< .mil N, l:> I (H)0|
I tins is I lie value snccilidt HI llie paiamcliic
iiiiiily.sis In cMinialc cuppet coil puwu Sec ihc .sue
lion on iii.it'iicl ilcMyn lor ,i ilisLii.s.sioii nl llic values
picdiLlctJ hy a limit: accunic iiiiitriicl un.ily.ii.->)
I'lguic 7 -J .shows llic clluel.i o| lnghci values loi l<
aihl K, mi oplnm/cil lenylh, | | | | I K M icaclois
will) ><)0 keV tii|ecliun. I he lul.il powei l.^.s
hecuu.se DC llie eoppui o i i h nicic.i.scs .shaiply Willi
v

Ihe reference case has a current deilsily ol
111)0 A/em - in the mirror and lolle hal coils. A
lower current density would decrease resistive losses
hill uiciease iieiilrun atteniiallon due to thicker
colls, a higher current density would have Ihe op
poslle ellecl. As lllllsllaled ill l l g 7- V Ihe reference
case current density is optimum in Hie sense dial H
muuiiil/es Ihe utlti ol the resislive losses and the
piiteutial lor eieclrical power producliou lost
hecaiise of iietilrim alleiiualion m the copper
(instead id in the high temperature hlankcl) Ihe
nihil power loss hecause of the copper coils is cptile
insensitive lo I lie choice of current density.

A

L L

Variation of ( ell M i r r o r K a l i o
As described elsewhere in this reporl, the mirror
coif and /'die har currents lire calculated so thai llic
"vacuum" magnetic field in a reaclor cell (thai is,
the field calculated whhmil lite presence of the
plasma in Ihe cell) have hoth an axial and radial
well, l o r all id' the calculations discussed here Ihc
axial mirror ralio R is Ihe on-axis value of
H(/|„)/H||, where Z is I.I times the plasma halflength, and the radial mirror rami It, in tin nudplune value of H ( r ) / H , where r,„ is Hie ouler
radius of the plasma. The effect of ihe plasmas in
adjacent cells is included in the calculation of the re
quired eurrenls.
A

m

lni!

0.0001

0

R

0.001
0.01
1 iimJ R, 1

0.1

A

I'ig. 7-4. ViirJxliiiii ut 4-cll inirnif iiilio.
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Variation of <i

K and K,. I l;c accompanying decrease in net def
ine power results ll) ,i rapid!) increasing co.,1 ol
power. Wu conclude IInil magnetic well depths
much deeper lhaii lliosc specified lor tile reference
case would make impractical mulliccll I K M reactois will) inlcrnal minor and loffe bar coils. Unfor
tunately, placing these coils cxlemal In ihc blanket
(allowing Ihcm In he superconducting) would
necessitate a consideiahle increase in cell length so
thai I he mirioi coils could produce any axial
magnetic well, f See ihc section on magnet design lor
a nunc complete discussion of (he minor and lolle
x

figure 7-ft shows the requucii magnetic Held
strength, the fusion power, mid the cost ot power
lor the I I cell ( K M with 200-kcV injection as a
function of plasma fi. All ol' ihe cases have oplimi/cd cell It ^ t h . As fi is increased the fusion
power increases while the required magnetic field
decreases. The cosl of power (direct capital cost)
drops below $IO00/kWe for fi =* 2.5.
Hills V o r t e x ! ' K M
the preceding two sections have investigated Ihe
eHeels of varying the plasma elongation parameter
and ft. Although the relationship is not known

liai coil p j o h l c ' l )

Variation of Ihv Plasma length I'arameler
As discussed in the physics section and illustrated
in I ig. ? I, we have assumed u toroidal plasma
shape with aspect ialio K/a - 2 and elongation in
Ihc axial ilucclion I 01 the reference case the
elongation paniin_ici I /a lias been taken lo he 6,
whcic I is ihc hall lengili of the rectangular portion
ol llic plasma LIOSS scclion. Iigurc IS shows the
vai laliou of nel eicctiic power and cost ol power
Willi clongalion j.aiaiucter lor oplimi/ed-lenglh, 1Icell I K M reactors with 2(1(1-kcV injection. I'hxeosl
ol power dccicases with increasing elongaliou
paiaiiicici, piimarily because or more uniform lirslwall uciilion loading. We sec thai our lefeiciice case
value ol ctongaiion parameter is near the knee of
llic ciuve and thai largci values have dumnished
rales ol reditu.
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2000

quantitatively, it is believed that the elongation
parameter and li are not independent, but rather
related in an inverse manner. At one end of the
spectrum, theory has predicted li = 2.8 for the com
pact Hill's vortex configuration. We have
geometrically modeled the Hill's vortex configura
tion as R/a = I and L/a = I and optimized the in
jection energy ami cell length of an Jl-cell Hill's
vortex FRM. The optimum injection energy was
found to be 300 keV, and the optimum cell length
was 1 m. Compared to the reference design, the op
timized Hill's vortex FRM has lower Q (4.7), lower
fusion power (8.2 MW/cell), and slightly higher
magnetic field strength (5.0 T). The direct capital
cost of the optimized Hill's vortex FRM is
$1620/kWc. 34% higher than the reference design
An inverse relationship between plasma elonga
tion and H (if known) could lead to an optimum
elongation different from the reference design
(although apparently not the Hill's vortex con
figuration).
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The reference case calculations assumed zero ion
heat conduction, as would be the case if there is a
vacuum or hot, mirror-confined ions outside the
field-reversed layer. The presence of a cool stream
ing plasma outside the field-reversed region may be
required for alpha-particle removal. This would
cause energy loss by ion heat conduction. Figure 7-7
shows Q and the $/k\Ve cost of electricity vs injec
tion energy for optimized-length, 1 l-cell FRM reac
tors with and without ion heat conduction. Q is
lower with ion heat conduction and the minimum
cost (11% higher than the reference case) occurs at a
higher injection energy.

inj
Fig. 7-7.

'the effect of tun (hernial conduction.

Variation of Alpha Particle
Energy Deposition
The reference case calculations assumed that 10%
of the alpha-particle energy was deposited in the
FRM plasma. The solid curves of Fig. 7-9 show Q,
fusion power, required magnetic field strength, and
$/kWe cost vs injection energy for optimizedlength, 1 l-cell FRM reactors with various values of
f„, the fraction of alpha-particle energy deposited in
the plasma. Q increases as f„ increases, but the fu
sion power decreases and the required magnetic
field increases. Thus, the cost first decreases with in
creasing f„, then increases. The optimum alphaheating fraction is 20%. At high alpha-healing frac
tions (40-50%), the optimum injection energy
declines somewhat.
The solid curves of Fig. 7-9 were calculated with
the assumption that the fractions of deposited
alpha-particle energy going to the electrons and
ions, f and f;, were each 0.5. Actually, these frac
tions are functions of the electron temperature:

Variation of Plasma Thickness Parameter
The reference case calculations assumed that the
neutral beam attenuation to the center of the
plasma sSould be 1.75 e-folds to ensure the desired
cubic radial density profile. This value for the
thickness parameter was only an estimate. Figure 78 shows the effect of varying the thickness
parameter from 1.25 to 2,25 for optimized-length,
1 l-cell FRM reactors with 200-keV injection.
Higher thickness parameters woul. result in in
creased fusion power, but would also require higher
magnetic field strengths. As a result, the $/kWe cost
decreases with increasing thickness parameter, but
at a decreasing rate.

e

f = 1.236 - 0.2149 fn [T^keV)]
c
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energies of 150 to I75 keV. Although Q and the fu
sion power are somewhat higher for the corrected
calculations, the cost is also higher because of the
higher required magnetic field strength.

Classical Particle Confinement
For the reference case '.alculations, the particle
confinement time was assumed to vary with the ionion collision lime. We also investigated the conse
quences of the more optimistic classical particle
confinement time, which varies with the electronion collision lime. For 200-kcV injection, the
optimized-lenglh. ll-cell FRM reactor with
classical confinement FRM reactor has Q = 41, and
a somewhat reduced fusion power (l8MW/cell),
and a somewhat higher required magnetic field
strength (5.8 T). Because of the much higher Q, the
recirculating power fraction is much lower than for
the reference case (17 vs 46%). and the direct capital
cost is reduced to $950/kWe.

Variation of the a/p. Parameter
1

2

For the reference case calculations S. the ratio of
plasma minor radius to ion gyroradius (a/pj), was
set at 5. It is believed that S must he small to ensure
the stability of the FRM plasma. We also in
vestigated the implications of a higher S, namely
S = 10. Figure 7-10 shows Q, fusion power, re
quired magnetic field strength, and cost vs injection
energy for optimized-length, ll-cell FRM reactors
with S = 10. The optimum injection energy is seen
to be 300 keV. for which Q is 12 and the fusion
power is 104 MW/cell. The recirculating power
fraction for this reactor is 25% and the direct capital
cost is $660/kWe. This reactor is much less expen
sive than the classical confinement FRM, even
though its recirculating power fraction is higher
because its fusion power and net electric power are
greater (104 MW/cell vs 18 and 475 MWe vs 80).

3

Plasma thickness parameter
Tig. 7-H.

ViiriHiDn iif p l » m i thickness parameter.

and
f,=

i-r .
e

For the reference case, T = 3 1 k e V , and
f,. = fj = 0.5. For other values of To the values of f
and f; need to be corrected. The short, dashed curves
of Fig. 7-9 show the results of the corrected calcula
tions for 50% alpht heating between the injection
e

e
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8. MAGNET DESIGN
The field-rcvcrscd plasma requires a magnetic
field with certain characteristics. The field needed is
simple in concept, but presents certain problems
related to blanket maintenance. The primary re
quirement is for a uniform "background" magnet
field. For the reference case I I-cell l-'RM reactor the
required background field strength is 4.1 T. In addi
tion, each plasma cell cf the mullicell reactor must
have an axial and a radial magnetic well under
vacuum conditions, i.e., with no plasma present.
The background field is produced by a long
solenoid, the axial magnetic wells are produced by
circular mirror coils, and the radial magnetic wells
are produced by a set of four loffe bars.
lone bar —i

Solenoid

\

The required background magnetic field for the
11-cell l-'RM reactor is a uniform field of 4.1 T.
Since each field-reversed plasma requires that field,
the simplest way to provide it is by means of a long,
uniform solenoid. The plasma cells may then be un
iformly spaced on the centerline of such a solenoid.
In the end plane of a simple solenoid, the field
strength on axis is only one-half that at the middle
of the solenoid coil. Thus, to maintain the field
strength constant for all of the active plasma cells, it
is necessary to add inactive cells and/or higher
current magnet segmen ts at the ends of the solenoid.
In the present design we have added at each end of
the reactor one inactive cell and a triple-current end
coil located about one cell length beyond the inac
tive cell. The neutron-absorbing blanket extends
into the inactive cells to capture a larger fraction of
the neutrons from the last active cell. If even higher
cloture efficiency is needed for the last cell, some
additional blanket materia] can be associated with
the triple-current end coil.
Since the plasma, vacuum space, and blanket
represent a large volume of moderately high field
strength, it can be shown that niobium-titanium
superconducting coils of simple loop geometry can
provide the background field more economically
than normal conductors. To protect such coils from
neutron heating requires about 40 cm of highdensity shielding outside the blanket. The mean
radius of such a solenoid is about 3.4 m, and
separate solenoidal coils—one for each cell—
spaced 2m apart were found to produce in ex
tremely uniform field in the plasma region. The in
dividual solenoidal coils are 0.3 m in axial length,
1.1-m thick, and have a bulk current density of

S N S V \

I j_

- 2.04 m cell limytl- -

Kig. 8-1.

KRMcoik.
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2000 A/cm . These coils, as well as the mirror coils
and loffe bars, are shown in Fig. 8-1.
Mirror Coils
An axial magnetic well is required to keep the
field-reversed plasmas centered in each reactor cell.
We have defined the axial mirror ratio R as the onaxis value of B(Z )/Bn, *here Z is 1.1 times the
plasma half-length. For a particular cell, R is
calculated without the presence of the plasma in that
cell, but with all of the other plasmas in place. (The
field-reversal currents of the other plasmas produce
an anti-mirror in the cell being considered.) For the
reference case design, R is specified to be 1.0901.
The superconducting solenoidal coils outside the
blanket and shield produce less than I pan in 10 of
on-axis field ripple, and thus cannot be used to
provide the desired R > especially with the antimirrors produced by the plasma currents. The multicell FRM design therefore incorporates small
radius mirror coils located near the first wall.
A

m

m
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loffe bars at a radial position of 0.57 m. each with a
current of 2.0 X 10 A.
There are two problems with the preceding result,
aside from the fact that the magnetic calculations
themselves were only approximate. The first
problem is that the radial positions of the ioffe bars
and mirror coils cannot be identical, given the finite
cross section of the coils. The second problem is
that the adjacent plasma layers actually contribute
to the radial well and therefore should not be in
cluded in the calculation. (We should provide a
radial well under the worst conditions, i.e., when
there are no adjacent plasmas.)
Using the magnetic field code FFFI, we modeled
the multicell FRM reactor with exterior solenoids,
mirror coils, and loffe bars (all as finite crosssection coils), but no plasma layers. We found that
loffe bars at a radial position of 0.67 m, each with a
current of 2.8 X 10 A would produce a minimum
R, of 1.0001 (R, has a slight azimuthal variation).
These loffe bars have a square cross section of
0.14 X 0.14 m (current density = 1500 A/cm ) and
thus will fit just outside the mirror coils. A final
calculation with all of the adjacent plasmas present
confirmed that they contribute to the radial well: R
increased to 1.0003.
We found that the loffe bars cause an additional
magnetic problem, which was solved in the
reference design. The problem is that straight lofie
bars tend to distort an otherwise circular bundle of
magnetic field lines into a fan-shaped array. (This is
because at one azimuthal position the loffe bar
magnetic field is radially inward, while 90° away it's
radially outward.) We found that over the length of
the 11-cell FRM reactor, the cumulative fanning
was such that an open field line just skimming the
surface of a field-reversed plasma would impinge
upon the first wall before reaching the end of the
reactor. This is unacceptable because it would pre
vent the leaking plasma ions from reaching the
direct energy converters.

Twelve mirror coils equally .spaced along the ma
jor solenoid axis serve to 'ocaie the 11 field-reversed
plasmas. Their position near the lirsi wall dictates
that they be normal coils of copper or aluminum
cooled conveclivcly by a high-density gas stream.
Such coils will require replacement at least as often
as the first wall. Severe insulation problems are ex
pected, but the voltages required are less than 50 V,
and existing insulation materials may be expected to
serve at least as long as the expected coil conductor
life.
As discussed in the section on reactor cell
parameters. R is used as an input to the approx
imate calculations for estimating the required
mirror coil current. These calculations predicted
that R = 1.0001 could be produced by mirror coils
of mean radius 0.57 m, each with a current of
5.2 X 10 A. Specifying the bulk current density for
those coils to be 1500 A/cm* yields the required
cross-section dimension: 0.059 m (square). The ap
proximate calculation represented the mirror coils
as filamentary conductors. Using the results just
given for coil dimensions and currents, we have
more accurately calculated the magnetic field pat
tern with the magnetic field code KFFt. This
calculation modeled the exterior solenoids and the
mirror coils as finite cross-section solenoids, and
modeled the plasma layers as finite length but zero
thickness solenoids. The result of this calculation is
that R was found to be 1.0013, considerably
greater than specilied. The higher achieved value of
R was deemed acceptable for the FRM reference
design. A final calculation without the adjacent
plasmas confirmed that they produce an antimirror: R increased to 1.004.
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Ioffe Bars
For the reference design it was assumed necessary
to provide a radial magnetic well for plasma
stability. The quadruple field produced by four
loffe bars, also running near the first wall directly
behind the mirror coils, will produce the effect
desired. We have defined the radial mirror n. o R
as the midplane value of B(r )/B , where r is the
outer radius oi the plasma. For the reference case
design, R is specified to be 1.0001.
As discussed in the section on reactor cell
parameters, R is used as an input to the approx
imate calculations used to estimate the required
loffe bar current. These calculations, which in
cluded the effect of the adjacent plasma layers,
predicted that R = 1.0001 could be produced by

The problem was solved by introducing
azimuthal twist to the Ioffe bars. Actually the twist
is provided in discrete steps—at the end of every
cell, the four Ioffe bars are azimuthally displaced by
an angle j 0 , and circular arc connectors are
provided. A series of calculations with the magnetic
field code EFFI demonstrated that \B = 30° is
necessary to maintain the magnetic field line bundle
essentially circular. Thus, over the length of the
reactor, the loffe bars rotate a full 360% about the
axis.
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9. NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR DESIGN
No one has yet operated high power neutral beam
sources continuously, for months, at energies like
200 keV. (Current technology is 150 keV for one
second or so.)
A design is emerging for such a neutral beam
source with water-cooled extraction grids, a cesium
vapor double charge-exchange cell (to make
negative ions out of positive ions), acceleration
grids and a cesium vapor neutrali/.er. No insur
mountable obstacles have been encountered in the
analysis. Nevertheless, it can be conservatively
stated that successful operation of such a beam
source will be a major milestone on the road lo fu
sion power.
We do not present a design in this paper. Progress
has been made to the point of sizing pumping
systems, estimating the size and location of major
components, and considering injector locations as
they impact blanket design.
Figure 9-1 shows a concept for the design of the
water-cooled extraction grids. This design has been
analyzed lor both electrical breakdown charac
teristics, cooling considerations, thermal distor
tions, and electrostatic force and gravity distortions.
The work will soon be reported by Joel Fink.* This
source, a 7-by-40-cm grid area, will deliver 35 A of
positive ions.
To convert the D ions emerging from the ex
traction grid lo L ) " ions, a cesium vapor cell as
shown in Fig. 9-2 is used.f A practical conversion
efficiency using cesium is 20%, obtained by
providing a target thickness of 2 X 10 cesium
atoms per cm .
There are two features of the present chargeexchange cell design that improve the overall -:fficiency of the cell by eliminating a significant por
tion o^ the losses previously encountered. The first
improvement is use of a plug-type external expan
sion nozzle. A critical aspect of a successful design is
to direct the cesium vapor flow across the beam line
with little or no loss along the beam line. With each
previously studied nozzle design (slits, slits with
skimmers, and de Laval) a large percentage of flow
was collisional and poorly directed. For the plug
nozzle shown, the boundary layer flow is entrained
within well directed flow. The result is a highly
directed vapor stream.

The second innovation is the use of eutectic
cesium-sodium as the working fluid. The addition
of 25 al.% sodium lo cesium depresses the melting
point of the mixture lo -29°C (see Fig. 9-3). With
this properly in mind, it is now possible *.o collect
the incident vapor on a flowing liquid surface. An
attempt at liquid collection at 28°C with pure
cesium would be catastrophic because of the high
vapor pressure (>10 ~ Torr). At this temperature
0.3 cm of the cesium thickness would evaporate and
then condense on any cool surface exposed within
the cell during a 6-month life of the cell.
With euleclic cesium-sodium at —25°C, the
vapor pressure is the sum of partial pressures of Cs
and Na.
u

l5

P_7 = 0.75(5 X 10 ••'') + 0.25(5 X 10 " )
= 3.75 X IO~ Torr.
S

y

Al this lower temperature only 0.012 mm of cesium
would build up in 6 months. The problem of cesium
deposit and leakage is significantly reduced.
Vapor pressure properties lend lo reduce the
sodium impurity in the charge-exchange vapor. As
previously, the rale of evaporation of cesium and
sodium from the liquid surface in a boiling unit is
proportional to the vapor pressures at temperature
For evaporation at 525 K, the evaporation rate of
cesium is 100 times greater lhan that of sodium, so
the vapor will be only 0.25'.'?. sodium.
After positive lo negative ion conversion, the
beam must be accelerated to 200 keV and then
neutralized. Our design efforts are centered now on
that portion of the beam line. Acceleration can be
accomplished by high voltage electrodes in two
steps, 1 lo 90keV; then, 90 to 200 keV. The final
neutralizing charge-exchange cell will have a signifi
cant population of neutral cesium atoms. Preven
tion of the "streaming," both upstream and
downstream from that neutralizer, is a formidable
task. We are currently analy/im, several possible
design solutions. Streaming must be limited,
because significant deposition of cesium anywhere
but in the charge-exchange cells will promote dis
ruptive arcing and eventual failure of beam line ac
celeration grids.
Some general conclusions about the beam lines
and their relationship to the 1 l-cell reactor have
been reached. They are as follows:
• The width of the injector assembly for one cell
will be up to two cell lengths (~4 m). This means
that if all injectors are mounted in or near the same
horizontal plane, the injectors for the evennumbered celts will be side by side on one side of the

f

I 5

2

•At I.I.L on loan from Wcstinghousc 1-lcctric Corp.
tDcsigncd by John fcrickson ul Lt.L, on loan from Cirumman
Aerospace Corp.
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•Plug nozzle for directing cesium
vapor f l o w
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Vaporizer
Eutectic
cooler
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reactor and those for odd-numbered cells on the
other side of the reactor (see I'igs. 10-7 and 10-8).
• Beam path length from extraction grids to
plasma cannot be less than 9 m and may be as much
as 12 m. Aboul 4.7 in of that distance is from the
vacuum case to the reactor centerline where
shielding space requirements preclude any active
beam shaping or guiding elements or any cryopanel
pumping components.
• It appears practical to aim the beams from
four separate beam extractor grids all through the
same rectangular blanket hole (F-'ig. 9-4). The beam
size at the first wall is 90 by 35 cm, which is 4% of
the first wall area. It is possible that the aperture
may have to be larger to allow for more beam
divergence. The aperture required is a crucial ques
tion because each cell of a mulliccll reactor must

have one such port, and the breeding ratio of a
blanket containing such gaps may be inadequate for
tritium fuel production. Careful ncutronics calcula
tions are now progressing relative to the beam port
and vulnerable source insulators. It now appears
that distance from the plasma and concentration of
the escaping neutrons by collimation combine lo
permit pulling conventional insulators and other
common structural materials closer to the injection
axis than originally thought possible.
• The "far wall" opposite the beam port is
vulnerable lo accidental overheating during reactor
transients. The only attention given to that problem
so far is lo acknowledge its existence. Carbon liners
and thermal inertia have been discussed. A beam
dump hole is far too detrimental to blanket perfor
mance.
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Field-reversed mirror—four-beam i m y .
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10. REACTOR DESIGN
The physics of this field-reversed mirror plasma
dictates that the reacting plasma of a large power
reactor be separated into small packages (cells)
whose individual output is about 6.7 MWe. The
cells can be duplicated as many times as necessary
to obtain the total power required from the reactor.
The economics of construction and operation dic
tate an arrangement of cells where magnetic field
volume is minimized for the total plant. Since this
implies a cooperative cell arrangement with each
solenoid coil and mirror coil influencing more than
one cell, the designer is led to a chain of cells. Only
two cell arrangements seem practical or even possi
ble: (1) a straight-line chain employing a simple
solenoid with all plasma cells spaced uniformly
along tiie solenoid center line, or (2) a ring of cells
like pearls on a necklace closing on itself to form a
torus. The latter geometry has obvious similarities
to a Tokamak. It also would have the same, as yet
unsolved, divertor problem and the same complica
tion of maintenance and repair already recognized
as a major obstacle to economic operation of any
toroidal reactor.
We believe a linear system has overwhelming
economic advantage in consliuction cost and, more
importantly, in cost of first-wall replacement and
maintenance. Further substantiation of this choice
can be found in economic and design studies of the
Tandem Mirror Reactor (TMR), '•- which is, of
necessity, a linear arrangement. The TMR influ
enced strongly this second-generation field-reversed
mirror reactor as far as modularity and main
tenance is concerned.
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extent, but a severe limitation is the need for beam
injection ports. The .solenoid magnets can only oc
cupy the axial space between beam ports. For cool
ing considerations the recommended current den
sity is about 2000 A/cm . Weemploy a rectangular
coil cross action for its design simplicity and
economy. One important choice had to be made:
"Should the cell module be symmetrical with
respect to the plasma?" Careful study of both ap
proaches led us to conclude that an asymmetric
design was best. Advantages arc as follows:
• A single solenoid magnet section between
beam ports minimizes the surface area exposed to
heat loss for the superconducting material.
• The mirror coils near the first wall arc not
divided by the module separation line. Only half as
many coils need to be built and supplied with
current and coolant. Figure 10-2 compares these
alternate approaches.
The cell module has been -'••signed with quick
replacement of the first wall and associated blanket

Axial Modularization

2

We have evolved a scheme where one cell—a
mass of about 550 tonne—can be removed from the
chain of cells as a unit and be totally replaced by an
identical new or refurbished module. Our concept
for the general arrangement of cell components is
shown in Pig. 10-1. The outside radius of a module
is determined from the sum of the following: (I)
calculated first-wall radius so neutron flux does not
exceed 4 MW/m ; (2) the lithium blanket, helium
gas-cooled, about 80-cm thick: (3) about 20 cm of
coolant gas manifold space; (4) sufficient shielding
to protect the solenoid superconductor from
neutron heating; (5) the magnet case and sufficient
magnet radial depth to produce the 4.1 T solenoid
field; and (6) the outer vacuum housing. The
magnet cross section could be controlled to some
2
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Module design comparison.

Large thrust loads caused by attractive magnetic
forces must be transmitted from one module to the
next. Near the ends of the string of cells, this load is
12.5 (10) lb. We have chosen to attach the magnet
case firmly to the outer vacuum wall and then, by
externai braces, bridge the flexible flange gap. The
external braces lake the form of dowels into the sup
porting foundation for the lower portion of the
module, and removable links (of adjustable length)
dropping into place over dowels on the upper half
of the vacuum shell. The links themselves weigh
several tonne, and the dowels are of the order of 30cm diam. These links must be removed before
module separation can occur. They are external,
readily accessible, and lift off vertically by simple
crane action. Once the links ar" removed and the
outer vacuum flanges ar-* retracted, the ^.ily
remaining preparation is uncoupling the coolant
supply and return pipes and disco"necting
cryogenic, auxiliary cooling, instrumentation, and
other accessory lines.

as our primary concern. To make such a replace
ment requires first that a module be extracted from
the chain. It can then be processed and reinstalled,
or (much more quickly) a ready replacement
module can be inserted in the chain while the first
unit is serviced.

6

Module Removal
The outer vacuum cylinder must be opened at
each end of a cell module to allow extraction. A
simple flanged joint with elastomer seals is held
together with motorized bolts. This flange is con
nected to the outer vacuum shell by a bellows.
Several pneumatic actuators spaced around the
periphery of the shell retract the flanges a few cen
timetres. The blanket cools about 300°C from
operating conditions prior to disassembly, and in
doing so shrinks to provide clearance for radial
withdrawal of the complete module assembly.
49

Module Disassembly

We propose the Gray Tool Companies' remotely
operated joint, designated the Graylok Coupling.
Such couplings have met all our anticipated tem
perature, pressure, and size requirements (though
not, as yet, simultaneously).
If all joint centerlines are vertical, the act of lifting
the module from the chain will disengage all joints.
Of course, elaborate alignment jigs will be needed so
that all joints have "help" in proper positioning
during reassembly. Some flexibility must be
provided for all joint locations to permit
reassembly. This makes it essential that bellows be
approved for main coolant line service in fusion
reactors. Since as many as 20 joints must be
simultaneously made, varying in size from 50-cm
i.d. coolant pipes to 1-cm i.d. instrument lines, posi
tion self-adjustment will be essential.
We feel it will be essential to guide the module us
ing two mastlike dowel rods during that portion of
its travel that lies between adjacent modules. About
1-cm diam clearance on such masts will permit
clearing adjacent modules until engagement with
the base positioning dowels which carry structural
loads to the foundation of the building. These masts
can be relocatable members that fit sockets near the
sides of each module. Installing the required mastpair is a simple crane operation—lowering the butt
ends of the masts into the sockets.

DContainment
and
reactor cell
/ /
handling

'•

After transportation to the module service area,
the first wall and blanket parts can be removed.
This is accomplished with relative ease because of a
unique design feature (see Fig. 10-2): the conical fit
between the gas distribution cylinder and the utside of the neutron shield. One weld on each I. je of
the module must be machined off. This disconnects
the blanket/shield assembly from the remainder of
the module. Because of the taper, axial withdrawal
of the blanket/shield is easily accomplished. During
the weld removal and disassembly, the
blanket/shield must be supported by a special lifttruck designed to transport the radioactive parts to
a processing area for reclamation of lithium,
tritium, and any other reusable materials. This
truck will be remotely operated from a nearby con
trol room.
The gas distribution cylinder requires further ex
planation. It is a means of eliminating hundreds of
helium coolant pipes in a tangled maze of supply
and return paths to the many blanket segments in
each cell. Figure 10-3 shows several large ducts sup
plying each cell. Within the cell, further subdivision
of flow must occur. On the outside surface of the
cylinder, distribution grooves are machined; and at
appropriate locations, radial holes are drilled

-Vacuum doors

^

n

- Service access doors (2)
5

1 0 ~ torr vacuum
0

Neutral beamsVacuum pumps

Fig. 10-3. Cross section.
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through from the grooves to supply helium to a par
ticular "supply" zone. On the inside surface of the
cylinder, collection grooves are machined to contact
every coolant "return" zone. At several locations,
radially drilled holes return the coolant to the large
ducts contacting the outside of the cylinder. The
space not occupied by flowing helium is solid metal
and provides the most shielding possible in com
bination with coolant distribution needs. Some seals
need to be provided as low-conductance barriers
between coolant flow regions. They can be as simple
as pressurized metal O-rings and need not form
"perfect' seals because small interchanges between
cold helium and hot helium are permissible.
Weld lips are provided for attachment of the
blanket/shield to the gas distributor. The act of
removing two welds to replace the blanket ill alter
these lips, but two or more rewelds should be possi
ble before the lips are destroyed and need replace
ment. We propose a des.^n where the weld lips can
be replaced after blanket removal by another
welding operation. Ultimate reuse of the gas dis
tribution structure through at least six blanketreplacement cycles is expected.

The cylindrical member surrounding the tapered
gas-distribution cylinder is the pressure vessel's
outer wall and it must restrain 60 atm of coolant
pressure (see Fig. 10-4). The inner wall of the
pressure vessel is the "first wall" facing the plasma
with 24 corrugations. It is joined to another cylinder
by radial fins. The corrugations permit a thin first
wall (~4 mm) and the gross load is carried to the
cylinder by the finlike tension members connected
by T-flanges into T-slots in that cylinder.
The wedge spaces thus formed between the radial
fins must be filled with tritium breeding blanket
material. We have previously proposed a blanket
using liquid lithium enclosed in thin metal
cartridges.' 1 hese cartridges were separated by
compartment walls that guided coolant flow around
the cartridge and also supported the outer walls of
the pressure vessel containing several cartridges. We
propose here a variant of ihat idea.
The wedge-shapc-.i space between the radial fins
that support the first wall is prefltted with lithium
cartridges (and loffe bars in four locations). Figure
10-5 shows this subassembly about to be mated with
the rest of the gas distribution and shielding struc-

Superconductinu
- solenoid coil
- Vacuum case

- Plasma
Copper mirror coii

Thermal insulation to reduce
radial thermal stress

M|>. 10-4.

(ell module assign elements.
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Fins for first-wall
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Fig. 10-5. FicM<rerersed Mirror Reactor module structural features.

Multicell Power Plant Arrangement
and Reactor Maintenance

ture. The outer end of each fin is supported in a Tslot in a cylinder that forms the inner boundary of
the coolant distribution network. After sliding these
assemblies together, large end plates are welded on
to make a pressure-tight enclosure.
The end plate on one end carries at its inner
radius the mirror coil with all its associated cooling
leads and bus bars. This is the last subassembly to
be installed during assembly of a reactor module,
and the first one to be removed during module ser
vicing. It may be possible to add some encapsulated
lithium to regions of the "pancake" not occupied by
mirror coil associated structure, but at present that
subassembly is not planned as a breeding zone.

3

Our previous FRM reactor had the separate
reactor cells arranged in a vertical stack. Blanket
replacement required disassembly of a complete
stack of blanket/shield segments. Replacement of
an isolated module in one of the lower cells was a
formidable task.
Our enthusiasm for the easily subdivided cylin
drical blanket of the Tandem Mirror Reactor' led
us to seek a similar solution for the improved FRM.
One obstacle has been difficult to surmount, the
Ioffe bars. These quadrupole field producers are
deemed essential for radial stability of the plasma
ring. They tend to link the cells together like the
wire in a necklace, making it difficult to withdraw
one cell module from the linear array. Our first
design provided a separate loffe bar set for each
module, but the power required by the bars plus
their current buses (one pair of buses for each bar)
consumed too much of the cell's output power. It
was decided that, though each module could have
its own cooling leads, the current must flow unin
terrupted through the 11 cells.
The Naval Research Laboratory has tested car
bon fiber brushes for homopolar generator
applications. These brushes passed in excess of
1500 A/cm under static conditions. A brush con
tact could be devised that is spring loaded and
energized by the hydraulic pressure of the coolant.
The brushes break contact under conditions of reac
tor shutdown, and retract elastically a few cen
timetres to provide clearance for module separation
in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the reac
tor (see Fig. 10-6).
The reactor building arrangement could be as
shown in Figs. 10-3,7,8. Notable features are the
following:
• Gantry crane service is provided over the
reactor centerline. The 550-tonne modules are lifted
vertically to clear the reactor structure, then moved
to a position on the machine centerline and above
the vacuum connector pipe to the direct convenor.
Lowered onto a multiwheeled transporter at that
point, the module is moved into a shielded "hot"
maintenance bay through a large sliding shield door
where disassembly operations can be accomplished
using remotely controlled tooling and material
transporters.
• The removed unit can be replaced with a
previously assembled cell module. The gantry crane
returns to the other end of the reactor bay and picks
up a new module from an identical transporter also
located over the reactor centerline.

Thermal Stress in the Structural Supports
Any structural element subject to growth
restraint, by its own shape or by boundary condi
tions, will be subject to thermal stresses if tem
perature gradients exist through the thickness of the
material. The geometry of this reactor is such that
only radial gradients are of interest at this stage of
design. The thermal stresses superpose on stress
caused by other structural loads. One can impose a
tolerable thermal stress limit of 5000 psi. It can be
readily shown that temperature difference across a
wall of only 15°C produces such a stress in stainless
steel. Note that the stress is independent of wall
thickness and, for a given material, is a function
only of the temperature difference.
The overall temperature difference from the hot
test part of the blanket to the outer wall of the
vacuum shell must be about 400°C. If this tem
perature change occurred through a continuous
scries of nested cylindrical structural members, the
thermal stresses by
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would far exceed acceptable levels. It is necessary
that several annular layers of thermal insulation ex
ist so that the major temperature differentials ap
pear across those nonstructural regions of insula
tion. For example, the tapered gas manifold cylin
der (see Fig. 10-4) could have a central core that is a
layer of insulation. Similarly, the outer layer of
shielding can have an insulating annulus. A bal
anced design must be sought where all important
structural cylinders have no more than IS or 20°C
differential in a radial sense.
Figure 10-4 expresses this with a suggested struc
ture, and estimates of the radial temperature dis
tribution that must result if plastic strain is to be
avoided.
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• Direct convenors are v.M removed from the
I K M cell modules I he separation distjnce is deter
mined b> an acceptable cncrg\ densit) ol
IIKIW tin on the direct convenor elements tin
this design W) m from the rcatior central cell lo Ihe
Jront grid). Access for direct converter servicing is
from the ends ol the reactor vacuum vessel. Remote
maintenance will be necessary because of neutron
acllval:on ol Ihe end walls of [he vacuum system.
No space restrictions exist in thai area. Vacuum
pumping cryopanels also are located in the direct
convenor tanks.
:
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• A " h o t " maintenance buy is immediately ad
jacent to the reactor. Used and new modules do not
cross palhs: however, if a replacement module is
desired Willi used vacuum case, magnet, and gas
coolant distributor and nen blanket/shield sub
assembly, a simple flow path for hardware permits
refurbishing a used module and returning it to Ihe
reactor.
Several reactor-bay and balance-of-plant con
figurations are being studied by Bechtel l-ngincering
Corporation working under contract with 1.1.1.. A
fulure report will present conclusions from thai
study.
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